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Conferences
Predictive Analytics World for Government's 5th Annual Conference: October 13-16, 2015 in Washington,
DC. See: http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/
is the largest and only vendor-neutral analytics conference for government. We are holding our fifth annual
conference this October 13-16th in Washington, DC at the Grand Hyatt Washington Hotel.
Keynote Speakers:

Chesley Richards,
MD, MPH, FACP
CDC Deputy
Director
Public Health
Scientific Services
Actionable data is
the key to improving
population health: A
CDC Perspective

Mark Peterson, Ph.D.
Division Chief, Data
and Analytics
U.S. Agency for
International
Development
(USAID)
Harnessing the Data
Revolution for
International
Development

Jennifer Shasky Calvery
Director
Financial
CrimesEnforcement
Network (FinCEN)
Follow the Money:
Harnessing the Power of
Advanced Analytics to
Combat Financially
Motivated Crimes

Catherine Templeton
Former Director of
theSouth Carolina Dept of
Health and Environmental
Control
& Former South Carolina
Secretary of Labor
Reforming Government:
Where is the Public
Servant to Start?

Data Science & Technology
 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Data Science & Technology (DST) Department delivers innovatived
methods for solving data-intensive science problems. DST activities range from basic and applied research to
deployment of software tools. Our projects span a diverse set of activities, including: data management; data
movement; statistical, topological, and geometric analysis/analytics; computer vision; visualization; user-interface
design; usability; end-to-end data-intensive system architecture and deployment. We focus on conceiving,
developing, and applying leading-edge, innovative methods for solving data-intensive science problems. Our
multidisciplinary teams are engaged on projects in five primary mission areas: Scientific workflows and data
analysis algorithms and framework, Data synthesis, management, movement, and curation of large and complex
datasets, User-centered design of interfaces and software, and Exascale data analytics and visualization
capabilities. http://crd.lbl.gov/departments/data-science-and-technology/
Web Analytics


https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1008080?hl=en

International Data Analytics Association Board


Michael Rappa from: http://analytics.ncsu.edu/?page_id=7
(See his overview video at: https://youtu.be/H_NzLzOh3Xs )
Michael Rappa is an American professor and founding director of the Institute for Advanced Analytics, and a
member of the faculty in the Department of Computer Science at North Carolina State University. As head of the
Institute, he leads the nation’s firstMaster of Science in Analytics as its principal architect. Before joining NC State
as Distinguished University Professor in 1998, for nine years he was a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Appointed the inaugural Goodnight Director in 2015, his current position is endowed and named in
honor of the University’s distinguished alumnus and prominent American business leader Dr. James Goodnight.
Dr. Rappa has over 25 years of experience working across academic disciplines at the nexus between
management and computing. An accomplished researcher and instructor, his passion is to bring an
entrepreneurial and forward-thinking mindset to innovation in higher learning. His current role is to prepare a new
generation of data savvy professionals for leadership in a digital world. Since launching the Institute in 2006, the
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Master of Science in Analytics has quickly become one of the largest and most selective degree programs on
campus, and his students among the most sought-after and highly compensated graduates of the university. The
Institute is recognized from coast-to-coast for producing top-notch analytics professionals, and its success has
spawned over 80 similar degree programs at universities worldwide.
A study published in 2006 in the British journal R&D Management identified Rappa as a leading scholar in the
field of technology management, ranking him in the 99th percentile among 9,000 authors in terms of research
productivity in top journals over a period of 50 years. His work has garnered honorable mentions on three
occasions as outstanding contributions to the field, and his early influential writing on Internet business models
continues to be widely read and frequently cited.
Earlier in his career Rappa was perhaps best known as creator of Managing the Digital Enterprise, an awardwinning Web site devoted to the study of management in the digital world. Begun in 1999, originally for a course
he taught, the site was adopted by hundreds of instructors and reached millions of learners around the world—a
precursor to massive open online courses (or MOOCs) a decade later. An early and vocal advocate for open
courseware, he formed the Open Courseware Lab to promote openly accessible educational resources on the
Web. It was there Rappa and his students created OpenSeminar, an innovative open source platform for hosting
collaborative courseware. In 2010, Rappa presided as General Co-chair at the 19th International World Wide Web
Conference, the premiere annual gathering of the Web research community. He co-chaired TechAmerica
Foundation’s Big Data Commission in 2013, and was elected to the Board of Directors of the Digital Analytics
Association in 2014. Dr. Rappa regularly advises schools worldwide looking to develop analytics programs and is
frequently invited to serve as a peer reviewer on degree proposals. Currently, he is a member of the AACSB
Analytics Curriculum Advisory Group.
Rappa has been recognized several times for his contributions to teaching, research and service to the
community. He is a recipient of the Award for Graduate Teaching Excellence, the Outstanding Extension Service
Award, and the Gertrude Cox Award for Innovative Excellence in Teaching and Learning with Technology. He is
also winner of the MERLOT Award for Exemplary Online Learning; a four-time recipient of IBM Faculty Research
Awards; and was twice named a finalist for the Epton Prize by the editors of R&D Management.
Rappa graduated with honors from Union College and soon thereafter began his teaching career at the University
of Minnesota, where he earned a doctorate in 1987. He subsequently moved from Minneapolis to Cambridge after
accepting an invitation to join the faculty in the Sloan School at MIT.
10/22/2014 – Keynote Address at the Analytics Conference (video)
04/22/2014 – Director Elected to Association Board
11/15/2013 – Director speaks at MIT Big Data Conference
10/29/2013 – Director speaks at SUNY Big Data Conference (video)
08/26/2013 – InformationWeek’s Big Data Profile: Michael Rappa
07/17/2013 – Director Delivers Keynote Lecture MIT Gathering (video)
05/03/2013 – Director Speaks at White House Event
04/24/2013 – Director Testifies at Congressional Hearing (video)
04/11/2013 – Data Science: The Numbers of Our Lives
02/06/2013 – Director Speaks at NIH Symposium (video)
10/24/2012 – Q&A: What’s needed to get a big data job?
10/08/2012 – Big Data Commission Releases Final Report (video)
06/07/2012 – Director named to Big Data Commission
06/04/2012 – Could Data Scientist Be Your Next Job?
03/28/2012 – Science of Security Lablet Established
03/10/2012 – What is a Data Scientist? Forbes Interview
11/16/2011 – Educating Analytics Practioners, INFORMS (video)
10/17/2011 – Director serves on analytics expert panel
10/07/2011 – Surviving and thriving in the new data reality (video)
09/15/2011 – Science of Better Podcast, INFORMS (video)
Videos
 (NCSUniversity MSA and data scientist overview video at: https://youtu.be/H_NzLzOh3Xs )
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Degrees
1. Master of Science in Analytics (MSA) at North Carolina State University if (ref VCU- Ranked Number One in
the US. From: http://analytics.ncsu.edu/?p=4800
Writing in the October issue of Harvard Business Review, Thomas H. Davenport and D.J. Patil give the Institute’s
groundbreaking Master of Science in Analytics (MSA) degree program high praise as one of only a few sources of
talent with proven strengths in data science alongside Stanford, MIT, Berkeley, Harvard, and Carnegie Mellon.
The HBR special issue on “Big Data” highlights the looming shortage of analytics professionals needed to grapple
with the rapidly increasing size and complexity of data. The Institute’s founding director, Michael Rappa,
expressed his gratitude: “It’s an honor to see the MSA mentioned in esteemed company, and to be recognized as
one of the leading programs with a proven track record. It’s no small achievement.” Founded at NC State six
years ago, the MSA is the first and preeminent degree of its kind in the nation and a model for other universities.


























a single integrated course of study taught exclusively to our students and designed to produce a wellrounded analytics professional.
a carefully calibrated and continually updated mix of applied mathematics, statistics, computer science,
and business disciplines.
a cohort-based learning experience structured around teamwork, with personalized coaching to improve
team performance.
students learn by tackling genuine analytics problems with data provided by industry and government
sponsors, and using leading tools such as SAS.
has a practical orientation. It does not dwell on theory and is not intended to be a prelude to doctoral
study.
The MSA is officially designated as a STEM degree.
time-to-completion is 10 months.
achieved over 90-percent job placement by graduation each year since its inception in 2007.
graduates earn competitive starting salaries averaging near $100,000.
average ROI payback period is 20 months.
graduates employed as analysts, data scientists, consultants, as well as managerial and executive level
positions.
Employers range from new ventures to multinationals, across all sectors of the economy.
students obtain valuable professional certifications while studying.
Benchmarks of student outcomes place the MSA on a level with comparable programs at the nation’s
most prestigious universities.
The North Carolina State Institute has more graduates annually and a larger alumni pool of analyticseducated professionals than any other university in the country. (~ 80 in the training program per year)
The Institute’s dedicated staff focus entirely on student success.
MSA students occupy a modern facility used exclusively for the program.
Located on a beautiful 1200-acre Centennial Campus, the Institute is just steps away from the
spectacular Hunt Library, new campus housing, and golf course.
The MSA garners consistently high satisfaction ratings among students and alumni.
Admission is highly selective, with an acceptance rate of 1-in-8 applicants.
Students have come from 42 countries of origin; currently 90-percent are U.S. citizens or permanent
residents, and more than half have three or more years of professional experience [Student Infographic].
MSA tuition is significantly less than comparable degrees, such as the MBA.
Raleigh consistently ranks among the top U.S. cities to live, work and study.
The Institute welcomes applications from highly motivated individuals of exceptional talent who look to
succeed as analytics professionals.
The following presentation by the Institute’s founding director, Dr. Michael Rappa, offers an in-depth look
at the MSA degree.

2. MSBA New York University Stern School (12 months)
[Video- good overview of value ~ 5 minutes]
1. https://youtu.be/VgLzxMRE-b0
2. http://www.stern.nyu.edu/programs-admissions/global-degrees/business-analytics
3. Professional Track Analytics Masters program at VCU
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Our website, business.vcu.edu/analytics
Just call (702-526-8154) or email to set an appointment. This is a sincere offer; I really like to meet prospective
students.
The admission requirements are at least 4 years work experience and a demonstrated aptitude for statistics. We
require students complete an online statistics course by Harvard Business Publications. I've attached instructions
for the course.
The instructions list several courses. We only require the statistic course for all students; we may require one or
more of the others depending on the student’s background.
Stephen (Steve) W. Custer, Ph.D.
Director, Decision Analytics Professional Track
Assistant Professor of Supply Chain Management and Analytics
School of Business, VCU
Get your Master's Degree without interrupting your career. Learn more at our Experience Day!
Friday, September 11, 2015 11:00am - 2:30pm
Attending our Experience Day will help you decide if our Executive Format programs are the right choice for
you. Program Directors will give a brief presentation about the programs, and all your questions are answered by
alumni and administration. Click here for a schedule of the day's activities.
Or, contact our staff at 804-828-3622.
At the Experience Day, you will:
Take a tour of Snead Hall.
Meet and interact with current students, faculty, staff, and alumni at our welcome lunch.
Twenty-four hours before the event, you will receive a reminder email with a parking code. Registrants will park in
the JL lot, located at the corner of S. Madison St. and Cary St. The lot is equipped with pay stations, which you
will use to enter the parking code.
For directions to Snead Hall, click here.
Our Executive Weekend Format Master's Programs include:





Executive MBA Program
Fast Track Executive M.S. in Information Systems - IT Management Program
Professional Track M.S. in Business with a concentration in Decision Analytics Program
Optional Health Care Management Concentration

4. UVA Master of Science in Data Science (MSDS)
MSDS website: http://dsi.virginia.edu/academics
2014 costs for in-state: $24,952.00, Applications for the 2016-2017 year will open in October.
The Master of Science in Data Science (MSDS) is an 11‐month professional masters program, designed
to meet the increasingly data‐intensive needs of industry and government. The program starts near the
beginning of July and ends the next year in mid-May. Core program courses will be taught by faculty from
the Departments of Computer Science, Statistics, and Systems and Information Engineering.
The Master of Science in Data Science (MSDS) is an 11‐month professional masters program, designed
to meet the increasingly data‐intensive needs of industry and government. The program starts near the
beginning of July and ends the next year in mid-May. Core program courses will be taught by faculty from
the Departments of Computer Science, Statistics, and Systems and Information Engineering.
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Three key features of this program are (a) an integrated curriculum and data experience; (b) the
compressed duration; and (c) a cohort experience. To achieve these, the curriculum is tightly prescribed
with about 80% common to all students. The curriculum is integrated across courses, with several large
complicated data sets woven across courses to increase program cohesion. The compressed duration is
designed to minimize the time from start to finish, and the cohort experience will allow students to
consistently work together in teams. At the conclusion of the program the students will address an
important data science challenge with their capstone experience. Students will commence this work with
a proposal describing their objectives. In conducting this final exercise students will be guided, mentored,
and eventually evaluated by faculty members from the different disciplines.
Career Services
“What sets the University of Virginia’s data science program apart from many others is the focus on
solving data science problems. Unlike many other programs, the program here does not focus on only
using one tool like SAS. The data science program focuses on the idea of how to solve data science
problems instead of how a tool like SAS is the only way to solve them. The real world lacks textbook
examples and the ability to actively work through problems is a skill in great demand especially at a
company like Intel.” -- Andrew Lightner
Andrew Lightner is a Business Intelligence Analyst at Intel. At Intel, Andrew’s work will focus on natural
language processing and data visualization. He is a graduate of the Sigmund Weis School of Business at
Susquehanna University where he graduated summa cum laude. At the University of Virginia, Andrew
honed the skills necessary to become a data scientist in the inaugural data science masters program.
Andrew has had previous work experience in the medical device field, working for Sound Technology, the
medical ultrasound division of Analogic.
"Combining mathematics, statistics and computer science, the MS in Data Science Program at UVa is a
great transition between college and career, where you will obtain theoretical knowledge in the data
science area and be in touch with real-world data science problem during the capstone project in the last
semester. " -- Yingbo Zhai
Yingbo was born in China. She achieved her B.A. in Financial Mathematics and Statistics at the
University of Virginia in 2014. She will earn her M.S. in Data Science from the UVa's Data Science
Institute in 2015. (Prior to college, she had won the first place in the National Olympic Mathematics
Competition in China, where she realized her passion in mathematics.) During summers at UVa, she had
interned at Deloitte and China Merchants Security and holds a SAS certification. In addition, Yingbo is a
national second class athlete in table tennis in China. (She believes the experience of playing table tennis
gives her a unique perspective in analytical thinking.) After graduation this spring, she will be an
Advanced Analytics Associate at Deloitte Financial Advisory Analytics.
Prerequisites
Applicants need to have a completed undergraduate degree in hand by the start of the program. A
specific undergraduate major or program of study is not required and we have student from a variety of
undergraduate backgrounds including: economics, statistics, engineering, computer science, math,
hospitality management, history and others. However, there is prerequisite knowledge needed for the
MSDS program. Students need to have completed each of the below courses by the start of the MSDS
program:





Single variable calculus (similar to UVA MATH 1210-1220 or MATH 1310-1320 or APMA 1090-1110)
Linear algebra or matrix algebra (similar to UVA MATH 3350 or MATH 3351 or APMA 3080)
An introductory statistics course (similar to UVA STAT 2020 or STAT 2120)
An introductory programming course (similar to UVA CS 1110 or CS 1111 or CS 1112)

For descriptions of the UVA sample prerequisite courses, please see the UVA Course Catalog.
There are many other ways to acquire the prerequisite knowledge. For instance, you may be able to take
needed courses during the UVA summer session, or at some other school, or even via a MOOC or other
online course. We are happy to work with students, so if you have specific questions about your
background just ask the MSDS program director for an assessment.
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Course requirements for the MSDS program
Summer Term (approximately 6 weeks, starting mid-July):














CS 5010: Programming and Systems for Data Science
STAT 6430: Statistical Computing for Data Science
Fall Term:
STAT 6021: Linear Models for Data Science
CS 5012: Foundations of Computer Science
SYS 6018: Data Mining
DS 6001: Practice and Application of Data Science
DS 6002a: Ethics of Big Data
DS 6003a: Capstone Project
Spring Term:
SYS 6016: Machine Learning
DS 6002b: Ethics of Big Data
DS 6003b: Capstone Project
Elective 1
Elective 2
Selection of elective courses is done in consultation with the program director. There are a variety of
possible electives available, including the following:













CS 6501: Special Topics in Computer Science
CE 6400: Traffic Operations
STAT 6130: Applied Multivariate Statistics
STAT 5390: Exploratory Data Analysis
SYS 6001: Introduction to Systems Engineering
SYS 6003: Optimization I
SYS 6005: Stochastic Systems I
CS 6750: Database Systems
STAT 5170: Applied Time Series
STAT 5340: Bootstrap and Other Resampling Methods
MATH 5110: Stochastic Processes
For course details and descriptions please see the UVA Course Catalog.
Other electives are possible, depending on available courses.

Financial Aid
The MS in Data Science is a full-time graduate education program.
The program is working on securing student financial support through corporate partners. This support
would be made available on a competitive basis to students currently in the program involving the
capstone project, and will only be available to those students in the Spring term. In some cases the
nature of a company's work might impose restrictions on student eligibility.
Many students may qualify for financial aid in the form of student loans.
Student Financial Services awards only Federal aid to graduate students. This includes Direct
Unsubsidized Loans, Direct Graduate PLUS Loans (if interest is indicated on the application), and
Federal Work Study.
If you have questions or want additional information about financial aid options, visit UVA Student
Financial Services or contact SFS Directly at (434) 982-6000 or sfs@virginia.edu.
Def: Analytics
From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytics
Analytics is the discovery and communication of meaningful patterns in data. Especially valuable in areas rich
with recorded information, analytics relies on the simultaneous application of statistics, computer
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programming and operations research to quantify performance. Analytics often favors data visualization to
communicate insight.
Firms may commonly apply analytics to business data, to describe, predict, and improve business performance.
Specifically, areas within analytics include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

predictive analytics
enterprise decision management
retail analytics
store assortment
stock-keeping unit optimization
marketing optimization
marketing mix modeling
web analytics
sales force sizing and optimization
price and promotion modeling
predictive science
credit risk analysis
fraud analytics.

Since analytics can require extensive computation (see big data), the algorithms and software used for
analytics harness the most current methods in computer science, statistics, and mathematics. [1]
Analytics vs. analysis
Analytics is a multidimensional discipline. There is extensive use of mathematics and statistics, the use of
descriptive techniques and predictive models to gain valuable knowledge from data—data analysis. The insights
from data are used to recommend action or to guide decision making rooted in business context.
Thus, analytics is not so much concerned with individual analyses or analysis steps, but with the
entire methodology. There is a pronounced tendency to use the term analytics in business settings e.g. text
analytics vs. the more generic text mining to emphasize this broader perspective. There is an increasing use of
the term advanced analytics, typically used to describe the technical aspects of analytics, especially in the
emerging fields such as the use of machine learning techniques like neural networks to do predictive modeling.
Examples
Marketing optimization
Marketing has evolved from a creative process into a highly data-driven process. Marketing organizations use
analytics to determine the outcomes of campaigns or efforts and to guide decisions for investment and consumer
targeting. Demographic studies, customer segmentation, conjoint analysis and other techniques allow marketers
to use large amounts of consumer purchase, survey and panel data to understand and communicate marketing
strategy.
Web analytics allows marketers to collect session-level information about interactions on a website using an
operation called sessionization. Google Analytics is an example of a popular free analytics tools that marketers
use for this purpose. Those interactions provide the web analytics information systems with the information to
track the referrer, search keywords, IP address, and activities of the visitor. With this information, a marketer can
improve the marketing campaigns, site creative content, and information architecture.
Analysis techniques frequently used in marketing include marketing mix modeling, pricing and promotion
analyses, sales force optimization, customer analytics e.g.: segmentation. Web analytics and optimization of web
sites and online campaigns now frequently work hand in hand with the more traditional marketing analysis
techniques. A focus on digital media has slightly changed the vocabulary so that marketing mix modeling is
commonly referred to as attribution modeling in the digital or Marketing mix modeling context.
These tools and techniques support both strategic marketing decisions (such as how much overall to spend on
marketing and how to allocate budgets across a portfolio of brands and the marketing mix) and more tactical
campaign support in terms of targeting the best potential customer with the optimal message in the most cost
effective medium at the ideal time.
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Portfolio analysis
A common application of business analytics is portfolio analysis. In this, a bank or lending agency has a collection
of accounts of varying value and risk. The accounts may differ by the social status (wealthy, middle-class, poor,
etc.) of the holder, the geographical location, its net value, and many other factors. The lender must balance the
return on the loan with the risk of default for each loan. The question is then how to evaluate the portfolio as a
whole.
The least risk loan may be to the very wealthy, but there are a very limited number of wealthy people. On the
other hand there are many poor that can be lent to, but at greater risk. Some balance must be struck that
maximizes return and minimizes risk. The analytics solution may combine time series analysis with many other
issues in order to make decisions on when to lend money to these different borrower segments, or decisions on
the interest rate charged to members of a portfolio segment to cover any losses among members in that segment.
Risk analytics
Predictive models in the banking industry are developed to bring certainty across the risk scores for individual
customers. Credit scores are built to predict individual’s delinquency behaviour and widely used to evaluate the
credit worthiness of each applicant. Furthermore, risk analyses are carried out in the scientific world and the
insurance industry.
Digital analytics
Digital analytics is a set of business and technical activities that define, create, collect, verify or transform digital
data into reporting, research, analyses, recommendations, optimizations, predictions, and automations.[2]
Security analytics
Security analytics refers to information technology (IT) solutions that gather and analyze security events to bring
situational awareness and enable IT staff to understand and analyze events that pose the greatest
risk.[3] Solutions in this area include Security information and event management solutions and user behavior
analytics solutions.
Software analytics
Main article: Software analytics
Software analytics is the process of collecting information about the way a piece of software is used and
produced.
Challenges
In the industry of commercial analytics software, an emphasis has emerged on solving the challenges of
analyzing massive, complex data sets, often when such data is in a constant state of change. Such data
sets are commonly referred to as big data. Whereas once the problems posed by big data were only found in the
scientific community, today big data is a problem for many businesses that operate transactional systems online
and, as a result, amass large volumes of data quickly.[4]
The analysis of unstructured data types is another challenge getting attention in the industry. Unstructured data
differs from structured data in that its format varies widely and cannot be stored in traditional relational
databases without significant effort at data transformation.[5]Sources of unstructured data, such as email, the
contents of word processor documents, PDFs, geospatial data, etc., are rapidly becoming a relevant source
of business intelligence for businesses, governments and universities.[6] For example, in Britain the discovery that
one company was illegally selling fraudulent doctor's notes in order to assist people in defrauding employers and
insurance companies,[7] is an opportunity for insurance firms to increase the vigilance of their unstructured data
analysis. The McKinsey Global Institute estimates that big data analysis could save the American health care
system $300 billion per year and the European public sector €250 billion.[8]
These challenges are the current inspiration for much of the innovation in modern analytics information systems,
giving birth to relatively new machine analysis concepts such as complex event processing, full text search and
analysis, and even new ideas in presentation.[9]
One such innovation is the introduction of grid-like architecture in machine analysis, allowing increases in the
speed of massively parallel processing by distributing the workload to many computers all with equal access to
the complete data set
[10]
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Analytics is increasingly used in education, particularly at the district and government office levels. However, the
complexity of student performance measures presents challenges when educators try to understand and use
analytics to discern patterns in student performance, predict graduation likelihood, improve chances of student
success, etc. For example, in a study involving districts known for strong data use, 48% of teachers had difficulty
posing questions prompted by data, 36% did not comprehend given data, and 52% incorrectly interpreted
data.[11] To combat this, some analytics tools for educators adhere to an over-the-counter data format (embedding
labels, supplemental documentation, and a help system, and making key package/display and content decisions)
to improve educators’ understanding and use of the analytics being displayed.[12]
One more emerging challenge is dynamic regulatory needs. For example, in the banking industry, Basel III and
+future capital adequacy needs are likely to make even smaller banks adopt internal risk models. In such cases,
cloud computing and open source R (programming language) can help smaller banks to adopt risk analytics and
support branch level monitoring by applying predictive analytics.
A Very Short History Of Data Science
2013-05-28, From: http://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2013/05/28/a-very-short-history-of-data-science/
The story of how data scientists became sexy is mostly the story of the coupling of the mature discipline of
statistics with a very young one–computer science. The term “Data Science” has emerged only recently to
specifically designate a new profession that is expected to make sense of the vast stores of big data. But making
sense of data has a long history and has been discussed by scientists, statisticians, librarians, computer scientists
and others for years. The following timeline traces the evolution of the term “Data Science” and its use, attempts
to define it, and related terms.
1962 John W. Tukey writes in “The Future of Data Analysis”: “For a long time I thought I was a statistician,
interested in inferences from the particular to the general. But as I have watched mathematical statistics evolve, I
have had cause to wonder and doubt… I have come to feel that my central interest is in data analysis… Data
analysis, and the parts of statistics which adhere to it, must…take on the characteristics of science rather than
those of mathematics… data analysis is intrinsically an empirical science… How vital and how important… is the
rise of the stored-program electronic computer? In many instances the answer may surprise many by being
‘important but not vital,’ although in others there is no doubt but what the computer has been ‘vital.’” In 1947,
Tukey coined the term “bit” which Claude Shannon used in his 1948 paper “A Mathematical Theory of
Communications.” In 1977, Tukey published Exploratory Data Analysis, arguing that more emphasis needed to be
placed on using data to suggest hypotheses to test and that Exploratory Data Analysis and Confirmatory Data
Analysis “can—and should—proceed side by side.”

1974 Peter Naur publishes Concise Survey of Computer Methods in Sweden and the United States. The book is
a survey of contemporary data processing methods that are used in a wide range of applications. It is organized
around the concept of data as defined in the IFIP Guide to Concepts and Terms in Data Processing: “[Data is] a
representation of facts or ideas in a formalized manner capable of being communicated or manipulated by some
process.“ The Preface to the book tells the reader that a course plan was presented at the IFIP Congress in 1968,
titled “Datalogy, the science of data and of data processes and its place in education,“ and that in the text of the
book, ”the term ‘data science’ has been used freely.” Naur offers the following definition of data science: “The
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science of dealing with data, once they have been established, while the relation of the data to what they
represent is delegated to other fields and sciences.”
1977 The International Association for Statistical Computing (IASC) is established as a Section of the ISI. “It is the
mission of the IASC to link traditional statistical methodology, modern computer technology, and the knowledge of
domain experts in order to convert data into information and knowledge.”

1989 Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro organizes and chairs the first Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
workshop. In1995, it became the annual ACM SIGKDD Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
(KDD).
September 1994 BusinessWeek publishes a cover story on “Database Marketing”: “Companies are collecting
mountains of information about you, crunching it to predict how likely you are to buy a product, and using that
knowledge to craft a marketing message precisely calibrated to get you to do so… An earlier flush of enthusiasm
prompted by the spread of checkout scanners in the 1980s ended in widespread disappointment: Many
companies were too overwhelmed by the sheer quantity of data to do anything useful with the information… Still,
many companies believe they have no choice but to brave the database-marketing frontier.”
1996 Members of the International Federation of Classification Societies (IFCS) meet in Kobe, Japan, for their
biennial conference. For the first time, the term “data science” is included in the title of the conference (“Data
science, classification, and related methods”). The IFCS was founded in 1985 by six country- and languagespecific classification societies, one of which, The Classification Society, was founded in 1964. The classification
societies have variously used the terms data analysis, data mining, and data science in their publications.
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1996 Usama Fayyad, Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Padhraic Smyth publish “From Data Mining to Knowledge
Discovery in Databases.” They write: “Historically, the notion of finding useful patterns in data has been given a
variety of names, including data mining, knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data
archeology, and data pattern processing… In our view, KDD [Knowledge Discovery in Databases] refers to the
overall process of discovering useful knowledge from data, and data mining refers to a particular step in this
process. Data mining is the application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data… the additional
steps in the KDD process, such as data preparation, data selection, data cleaning, incorporation of appropriate
prior knowledge, and proper interpretation of the results of mining, are essential to ensure that useful knowledge
is derived from the data. Blind application of data-mining methods (rightly criticized as data dredging in the
statistical literature) can be a dangerous activity, easily leading to the discovery of meaningless and invalid
patterns.”
1997 In his inaugural lecture for the H. C. Carver Chair in Statistics at the University of Michigan, Professor C. F.
Jeff Wu (currently at the Georgia Institute of Technology), calls for statistics to be renamed data science and
statisticians to be renamed data scientists.
1997 The journal Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery is launched; the reversal of the order of the two terms in
its title reflecting the ascendance of “data mining” as the more popular way to designate “extracting information
from large databases.”
December 1999 Jacob Zahavi is quoted in “Mining Data for Nuggets of Knowledge” in Knowledge@Wharton:
“Conventional statistical methods work well with small data sets. Today’s databases, however, can involve
millions of rows and scores of columns of data… Scalability is a huge issue in data mining. Another technical
challenge is developing models that can do a better job analyzing data, detecting non-linear relationships and
interaction between elements… Special data mining tools may have to be developed to address web-site
decisions.”
2001 William S. Cleveland publishes “Data Science: An Action Plan for Expanding the Technical Areas of the
Field of Statistics.” It is a plan “to enlarge the major areas of technical work of the field of statistics. Because the
plan is ambitious and implies substantial change, the altered field will be called ‘data science.’” Cleveland puts the
proposed new discipline in the context of computer science and the contemporary work in data mining: “…the
benefit to the data analyst has been limited, because the knowledge among computer scientists about how to
think of and approach the analysis of data is limited, just as the knowledge of computing environments by
statisticians is limited. A merger of knowledge bases would produce a powerful force for innovation. This suggests
that statisticians should look to computing for knowledge today just as data science looked to mathematics in the
past. … departments of data science should contain faculty members who devote their careers to advances in
computing with data and who form partnership with computer scientists.”
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2001 Leo Breiman publishes “Statistical Modeling: The Two Cultures” (PDF): “There are two cultures in the use of
statistical modeling to reach conclusions from data. One assumes that the data are generated by a given
stochastic data model. The other uses algorithmic models and treats the data mechanism as unknown. The
statistical community has been committed to the almost exclusive use of data models. This commitment has led
to irrelevant theory, questionable conclusions, and has kept statisticians from working on a large range of
interesting current problems. Algorithmic modeling, both in theory and practice, has developed rapidly in fields
outside statistics. It can be used both on large complex data sets and as a more accurate and informative
alternative to data modeling on smaller data sets. If our goal as a field is to use data to solve problems, then we
need to move away from exclusive dependence on data models and adopt a more diverse set of tools.”
April 2002 Launch of Data Science Journal, publishing papers on “the management of data and databases in
Science and Technology. The scope of the Journal includes descriptions of data systems, their publication on the
internet, applications and legal issues.” The journal is published by the Committee on Data for Science and
Technology (CODATA) of the International Council for Science (ICSU).
January 2003 Launch of Journal of Data Science: “By ‘Data Science’ we mean almost everything that has
something to do with data: Collecting, analyzing, modeling…… yet the most important part is its applications–all
sorts of applications. This journal is devoted to applications of statistical methods at large…. The Journal of Data
Science will provide a platform for all data workers to present their views and exchange ideas.”
May 2005 Thomas H. Davenport, Don Cohen, and Al Jacobson publish “Competing on Analytics,” a Babson
College Working Knowledge Research Center report, describing “the emergence of a new form of competition
based on the extensive use of analytics, data, and fact-based decision making… Instead of competing on
traditional factors, companies are beginning to employ statistical and quantitative analysis and predictive
modeling as primary elements of competition. ” The research is later published by Davenport in the Harvard
Business Review (January 2006) and is expanded (with Jeanne G. Harris) into the book Competing on
Analytics: The New Science of Winning (March 2007).
September 2005 The National Science Board publishes “Long-lived Digital Data Collections: Enabling Research
and Education in the 21st Century.” One of the recommendations of the report reads: “The NSF, working in
partnership with collection managers and the community at large, should act to develop and mature the career
path for data scientists and to ensure that the research enterprise includes a sufficient number of high-quality data
scientists.” The report defines data scientists as “the information and computer scientists, database and software
engineers and programmers, disciplinary experts, curators and expert annotators, librarians, archivists, and
others, who are crucial to the successful management of a digital data collection.”
2007 The Research Center for Dataology and Data Science is established at Fudan University, Shanghai,
China. In 2009, two of the center’s researchers, Yangyong Zhu and Yun Xiong, publish “Introduction to Dataology
and Data Science,” in which they state “Different from natural science and social science, Dataology and Data
Science takes data in cyberspace as its research object. It is a new science.” The center holds annual
symposiums on Dataology and Data Science.
July 2008 The JISC publishes the final report of a study it commissioned to “examine and make
recommendations on the role and career development of data scientists and the associated supply of specialist
data curation skills to the research community. “ The study’s final report, “The Skills, Role & Career Structure of
Data Scientists & Curators: Assessment of Current Practice & Future Needs,” defines data scientists as “people
who work where the research is carried out–or, in the case of data centre personnel, in close collaboration with
the creators of the data–and may be involved in creative enquiry and analysis, enabling others to work with digital
data, and developments in data base technology.”
January 2009 Harnessing the Power of Digital Data for Science and Society is published. This report of the
Interagency Working Group on Digital Data to the Committee on Science of the National Science and Technology
Council states that “The nation needs to identify and promote the emergence of new disciplines and specialists
expert in addressing the complex and dynamic challenges of digital preservation, sustained access, reuse and
repurposing of data. Many disciplines are seeing the emergence of a new type of data science and management
expert, accomplished in the computer, information, and data sciences arenas and in another domain science.
These individuals are key to the current and future success of the scientific enterprise. However, these individuals
often receive little recognition for their contributions and have limited career paths.”
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January 2009 Hal Varian, Google’s Chief Economist, tells the McKinsey Quarterly: “I keep saying the sexy job in
the next ten years will be statisticians. People think I’m joking, but who would’ve guessed that computer engineers
would’ve been the sexy job of the 1990s? The ability to take data—to be able to understand it, to process it, to
extract value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it—that’s going to be a hugely important skill in the next
decades… Because now we really do have essentially free and ubiquitous data. So the complimentary scarce
factor is the ability to understand that data and extract value from it… I do think those skills—of being able to
access, understand, and communicate the insights you get from data analysis—are going to be extremely
important. Managers need to be able to access and understand the data themselves.”
Data Analytics vs Data Science: Two Separate, but Interconnected Disciplines
2013-09-09, By dr. J, From: http://datascientistinsights.com/2013/09/09/data-analytics-vs-data-science-twoseparate-but-interconnected-disciplines/

The current working definitions of Data Analytics and Data Science are inadequate for most organizations. But in
order to think about improving their characterizations, we need to understand what they hope to accomplish. Data
analytics seeks to provide operational observations into issues that we either know we know or know we don’t
know. Descriptive analytics, for example, quantitatively describes the main features of a collection of data.
Predictive analytics, that focus on correlative analysis, predicts relationships between known random variables or
sets of data in order to identify how an event will occur in the future. For example, identifying the where to sell
personal power generators and the store locations as a function of future weather conditions (e.g., storms). While
the weather may not have caused the buying behavior, it often strongly correlates to future sales.

The goal of Data Science, on-the-other-hand, is to provide strategic actionable insights into the world were we
don’t know what we don’t know. For example, trying to identify a future technology that doesn’t exist today, but will
have the most impact on an organization in the future. Predictive analytics in the area of causation, prescriptive
analytics (predictive plus decision science), and machine learning are three primary means through which
actionable insights can be found. Predictive causal analytics precisely identifies the cause for an event, take for
example the title of a film’s impact on box office revenue. Prescriptive analytics couples decision science to
predictive capabilities in order to identify actionable outcomes that directly impact a desired goal.
Separating data analytics into operations and data science into strategy allows us to more effectively apply them
to the enterprise solution value chain. Enterprise Information Management (EIM) consists of those capabilities
necessary for managing today’s large scale data assets. In addition to relational data bases, data warehouses,
and data marts, we now see the emergence of big data solutions (hadoop). Data analytics (EDA) leverages data
assets to provided day-to-day operational insights. Everything from counting assets to predicting inventory. Data
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science (EDS) then seeks to exploit the vastness of information and analytics in order to provide actionable
decisions that has a meaningful impact on strategy. For example, discovering the optimal price point for products
or the means to increase movie theater box office revenues. Finally, all of these insights are for nothing if they
are not operationally fused into the capabilities of the larger enterprise through architecture and solutions.

Data science is about finding revelations in the historical electronic debris of society. Through mathematical,
statistical, computational, and visualization, we seek not only to make sense of, but also provide meaningful
action through, the zero and ones that constitute the exponentially growing data produced through our electronic
DNA. While data science alone is significant capability, its overall valuation is exponentially increased when
coupled with its cousin, Data Analytics, and integrated into an end-to-end enterprise value chain.
Def: Analytics and business intelligence
2014-03-27, from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytics
Analytics is the "extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive models,
and fact-based management to drive decisions and actions." It is a subset of business intelligence, which is a set
of technologies and processes that use data to understand and analyze business performance.[19]
Data Scientists Don’t Scale
2015-05-22, HBR, by Stuart Frankel, from: https://hbr.org/2015/05/data-scientists-dont-scale Stuart Frankel is the
CEO and a co-founder of Narrative Science, a company working on advanced natural language generation for the
enterprise.

Big data is about to get a big reality check. Our ongoing obsession with data and analytics technology, and our
reverence for the rare data scientist who reigns supreme over this world, has disillusioned many of us. Executives
are taking a hard look at their depleted budgets — drained by a mess of disparate tools they’ve acquired and
elusive “big insights” they’ve been promised — and are wondering: “Where is the return on this enormous
investment?”
It’s not that we haven’t made significant strides in aggregating and organizing data, but the big data pipedream
isn’t quite delivering on its promise. Despite massive investments in technology to store, analyze, report, and
visualize data, employees are still spending untold hours interpreting analyses and manually reporting the results.
To solve this problem and increase utilization of existing solutions, organizations are now contemplating even
further investment, often in the form of $250,000 data scientists (if all of these tools we’ve purchased haven’t
completely done the trick, surely this guy will!). However valuable these PhDs are, the organizations that have
been lucky enough to secure these resources are realizing the limitations in human-powered data science: it’s
simply not a scalable solution. The great irony is of course that we have more data and more ways to access that
data than we’ve ever had; yet we know we’re only scratching the surface with these tools.
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A few innovative executives understand this and have sought scalable, automated solutions that interpret data,
unlock hidden insights, and then provide answers to ongoing business problems. Artificial intelligence (AI) is
beginning to transform data and analysis into relevant plain English communication. AI is shortening employees’
data comprehension-to-action time through comprehensive, intuitive narratives.
Any organization where employees are spending valuable time on manual, repetitive tasks is a prime case for
intelligent automated solutions. There may be no better example of this than the financial services industry.
Take for example the necessary but incredibly manual process of producing performance reporting for mutual
funds. Typically, marketing teams toil every quarter to document portfolio performance and add commentary (see
an example here). Today, some funds are using advanced natural language generation (Advanced NLG)
platforms, powered by AI, to automatically write these reports in mere seconds. (My company, Narrative Science,
works with multiple financial services clients to do this sort of work.)
These are not simple, static reports, but are data-driven, complex, and dynamic, reflecting the brand voice most
appropriate for the firm. The reporting incorporates disparate data sources and performs real-time analysis on
portfolio performance. These systems examine the facts, determine which of these facts are most notable, and
output these facts as readable narrative text. For instance, the report could be a bulleted list of key findings for
portfolio managers who just need the facts, or it could be a lengthy detailed summary to meet an investor’s needs.
To do this work, the system starts with the goals of the report (e.g., did this portfolio outperform the benchmark?).
Once the business need is clear, the system pulls in the necessary information (portfolio results compared to the
benchmark), performs the relevant data analysis (cohort comparison), and finally decides which data is required
to complete the task (portfolio attribution data, returns data, expected values, actual values, and any confidence
weights on the expected values).
Once the report is created, it updates automatically as the data does, eliminating the need to redo the analysis
and reporting each time there is a change.
The use cases for these systems are countless, but they all start with the question: What do I want to
communicate that currently requires a significant amount of time and energy to analyze, interpret, and share?
Take medical billing. AI scours thousands of billing records across hundreds of hospitals and generates narrative
reports that immediately provide the desired analysis. These reports can highlight changes to a hospital group’s
insurance-provider portfolio or changes in demographic mix that are affecting revenue and cash flow, while
simultaneously identifying room for growth by suggesting changes to a doctor’s workload.
There are also a number of examples where AI solutions are improving customer experience. AI is the first
technology to make personalized, “audience of one” communication a reality. Companies can speak to each
customer as if they are the only customer, offering personalized reports that seamlessly integrate with consumer
applications and websites.
Wealth management is starting to see this benefit. Many of us have now heard of “Robo-advisors,” the automated
financial advisor that can offer a low-cost alternative to expensive, human advisors. AI is being embedded into
existing advisory platforms, delivering personalized portfolio reviews and recommendations in natural language to
customers who are unsure as to what their charts and graphs actually mean. Unlike the Robo-advisors that
operate in a “black box,” these AI systems provide transparency by communicating what has happened and
offering recommendations in plain English that people can immediately understand.
The commonality across all of these new technologies is that they offer something additional humans cannot
provide: the power of scale. Organizations that do not have a strategic initiative to regularly and organically
engage with its customers will be at a serious disadvantage. Soon, AI-driven engagement models that interpret
data and intuitively interact with clients will be the norm.
In the near-term, the adoption of AI within business intelligence platforms and customer-facing applications will
accelerate. When a business user receives a dashboard, he will also receive an accompanying narrative to
explain the insight within the visualization, easing consumption and quickening the pace of decision-making.
Eventually, AI will offer even more complex analysis and advice. When a salesperson checks her pipeline status
within her CRM application, she’ll be able to ask, “How am I performing compared to my colleagues this quarter?”
and “Where should I focus my efforts to ensure I reach my quota?” The application will be able to respond
immediately, with an explanation and sound advice she can understand and act on, in a back-and-forth,
conversational manner.
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The key to all of this is the intersection of AI and advanced natural language generation. We’re at the beginning of
the next phase of big data, a phase that will have very little to do with data capture and storage and everything to
do with making data more useful, more understandable and more impactful.
COMMENTS
Samuel Lampa 4 months ago
I have always had a strange feeling about this focus on (manual) data scientists. I couldn't pinpoint the exact
problem or solution though, until I read this excellent comparison between what they identify as the two roles of
data scientists and data engineers: insightdataengineering.com/blog/Data_Science_vs_Data_Engineering.html ,
where the data engineers will be the ones building automated data analytics pipelines and solutions, rather than
doing that work manually, thus inherently being orders of magnitude more scalable in their approach.
Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the 21st Century
2012-10 Issue of HBR, by Thomas H. Davenport, D.J. Patil, from: https://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-thesexiest-job-of-the-21st-century/ar/1 A version of this article appeared in the October 2012 issue of Harvard
Business Review.
About the authors: Thomas H. Davenport is a distinguished professor at Babson College, a research fellow at the
MIT Center for Digital Business, and a senior adviser to Deloitte Analytics. He is at work on a book about
automation in knowledge work. D.J. Patil is the data scientist in residence at Greylock Partners, was formerly the
head of data products at LinkedIn, and is the author of Data Jujitsu: The Art of Turning Data into Product (O’Reilly
Media, 2012).

When Jonathan Goldman arrived for work in June 2006 at LinkedIn, the business networking site, the place still
felt like a start-up. The company had just under 8 million accounts, and the number was growing quickly as
existing members invited their friends and colleagues to join. But users weren’t seeking out connections with the
people who were already on the site at the rate executives had expected. Something was apparently missing in
the social experience. As one LinkedIn manager put it, “It was like arriving at a conference reception and realizing
you don’t know anyone. So you just stand in the corner sipping your drink—and you probably leave early.”
Goldman, a PhD in physics from Stanford, was intrigued by the linking he did see going on and by the richness of
the user profiles. It all made for messy data and unwieldy analysis, but as he began exploring people’s
connections, he started to see possibilities. He began forming theories, testing hunches, and finding patterns that
allowed him to predict whose networks a given profile would land in. He could imagine that new features
capitalizing on the heuristics he was developing might provide value to users. But LinkedIn’s engineering team,
caught up in the challenges of scaling up the site, seemed uninterested. Some colleagues were openly dismissive
of Goldman’s ideas. Why would users need LinkedIn to figure out their networks for them? The site already had
an address book importer that could pull in all a member’s connections.
Luckily, Reid Hoffman, LinkedIn’s cofounder and CEO at the time (now its executive chairman), had faith in the
power of analytics because of his experiences at PayPal, and he had granted Goldman a high degree of
autonomy. For one thing, he had given Goldman a way to circumvent the traditional product release cycle by
publishing small modules in the form of ads on the site’s most popular pages.
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Through one such module, Goldman started to test what would happen if you presented users with names of
people they hadn’t yet connected with but seemed likely to know—for example, people who had shared their
tenures at schools and workplaces. He did this by ginning up a custom ad that displayed the three best new
matches for each user based on the background entered in his or her LinkedIn profile. Within days it was obvious
that something remarkable was taking place. The click-through rate on those ads was the highest ever seen.
Goldman continued to refine how the suggestions were generated, incorporating networking ideas such as
“triangle closing”—the notion that if you know Larry and Sue, there’s a good chance that Larry and Sue know
each other. Goldman and his team also got the action required to respond to a suggestion down to one click.
The shortage of data scientists is becoming a serious constraint in some sectors.
It didn’t take long for LinkedIn’s top managers to recognize a good idea and make it a standard feature. That’s
when things really took off. “People You May Know” ads achieved a click-through rate 30% higher than the rate
obtained by other prompts to visit more pages on the site. They generated millions of new page views. Thanks to
this one feature, LinkedIn’s growth trajectory shifted significantly upward.
A New Breed
Goldman is a good example of a new key player in organizations: the “data scientist.” It’s a high-ranking
professional with the training and curiosity to make discoveries in the world of big data. The title has been around
for only a few years. (It was coined in 2008 by one of us, D.J. Patil, and Jeff Hammerbacher, then the respective
leads of data and analytics efforts at LinkedIn and Facebook.) But thousands of data scientists are already
working at both start-ups and well-established companies. Their sudden appearance on the business scene
reflects the fact that companies are now wrestling with information that comes in varieties and volumes never
encountered before. If your organization stores multiple petabytes of data, if the information most critical to your
business resides in forms other than rows and columns of numbers, or if answering your biggest question would
involve a “mashup” of several analytical efforts, you’ve got a big data opportunity.
Much of the current enthusiasm for big data focuses on technologies that make taming it possible, including
Hadoop (the most widely used framework for distributed file system processing) and related open-source tools,
cloud computing, and data visualization. While those are important breakthroughs, at least as important are the
people with the skill set (and the mind-set) to put them to good use. On this front, demand has raced ahead of
supply. Indeed, the shortage of data scientists is becoming a serious constraint in some sectors. Greylock
Partners, an early-stage venture firm that has backed companies such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Palo Alto
Networks, and Workday, is worried enough about the tight labor pool that it has built its own specialized recruiting
team to channel talent to businesses in its portfolio. “Once they have data,” says Dan Portillo, who leads that
team, “they really need people who can manage it and find insights in it.”
Who Are These People?
If capitalizing on big data depends on hiring scarce data scientists, then the challenge for managers is to learn
how to identify that talent, attract it to an enterprise, and make it productive. None of those tasks is as
straightforward as it is with other, established organizational roles. Start with the fact that there are no university
programs offering degrees in data science. There is also little consensus on where the role fits in an organization,
how data scientists can add the most value, and how their performance should be measured.
The first step in filling the need for data scientists, therefore, is to understand what they do in businesses. Then
ask, What skills do they need? And what fields are those skills most readily found in?
More than anything, what data scientists do is make discoveries while swimming in data. It’s their preferred
method of navigating the world around them. At ease in the digital realm, they are able to bring structure to large
quantities of formless data and make analysis possible. They identify rich data sources, join them with other,
potentially incomplete data sources, and clean the resulting set. In a competitive landscape where challenges
keep changing and data never stop flowing, data scientists help decision makers shift from ad hoc analysis to an
ongoing conversation with data.
Data scientists realize that they face technical limitations, but they don’t allow that to bog down their search for
novel solutions. As they make discoveries, they communicate what they’ve learned and suggest its implications
for new business directions. Often they are creative in displaying information visually and making the patterns
they find clear and compelling. They advise executives and product managers on the implications of the data for
products, processes, and decisions.
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Given the nascent state of their trade, it often falls to data scientists to fashion their own tools and even conduct
academic-style research. Yahoo, one of the firms that employed a group of data scientists early on, was
instrumental in developing Hadoop. Facebook’s data team created the language Hive for programming Hadoop
projects. Many other data scientists, especially at data-driven companies such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft,
Walmart, eBay, LinkedIn, and Twitter, have added to and refined the tool kit.
What kind of person does all this? What abilities make a data scientist successful? Think of him or her as a hybrid
of data hacker, analyst, communicator, and trusted adviser. The combination is extremely powerful—and rare.
Data scientists’ most basic, universal skill is the ability to write code. This may be less true in five years’ time,
when many more people will have the title “data scientist” on their business cards. More enduring will be the need
for data scientists to communicate in language that all their stakeholders understand—and to demonstrate the
special skills involved in storytelling with data, whether verbally, visually, or—ideally—both.
But we would say the dominant trait among data scientists is an intense curiosity—a desire to go beneath the
surface of a problem, find the questions at its heart, and distill them into a very clear set of hypotheses that can be
tested. This often entails the associative thinking that characterizes the most creative scientists in any field. For
example, we know of a data scientist studying a fraud problem who realized that it was analogous to a type of
DNA sequencing problem. By bringing together those disparate worlds, he and his team were able to craft a
solution that dramatically reduced fraud losses.
Perhaps it’s becoming clear why the word “scientist” fits this emerging role. Experimental physicists, for example,
also have to design equipment, gather data, conduct multiple experiments, and communicate their results. Thus,
companies looking for people who can work with complex data have had good luck recruiting among those with
educational and work backgrounds in the physical or social sciences. Some of the best and brightest data
scientists are PhDs in esoteric fields like ecology and systems biology. George Roumeliotis, the head of a data
science team at Intuit in Silicon Valley, holds a doctorate in astrophysics. A little less surprisingly, many of the
data scientists working in business today were formally trained in computer science, math, or economics. They
can emerge from any field that has a strong data and computational focus.
It’s important to keep that image of the scientist in mind—because the word “data” might easily send a search for
talent down the wrong path. As Portillo told us, “The traditional backgrounds of people you saw 10 to 15 years
ago just don’t cut it these days.”
A quantitative analyst can be great at analyzing data but not at subduing a mass of unstructured data and getting
it into a form in which it can be analyzed.
A data management expert might be great at generating and organizing data in structured form but not at turning
unstructured data into structured data—and also not at actually analyzing the data.
And while people without strong social skills might thrive in traditional data professions, data scientists must have
such skills to be effective.
How to Find the Data Scientists You Need
Focus recruiting at the “usual suspect” universities (Stanford, MIT, Berkeley, Harvard, Carnegie Mellon) and also
at a few others with proven strengths: North Carolina State, UC Santa Cruz, the University of Maryland, the
University of Washington, and UT Austin.
1. Scan the membership rolls of user groups devoted to data science tools.



The R User Groups (for an open-source statistical tool favored by data scientists)
Python Interest Groups (for PIGgies) are good places to start.

2. Search for data scientists on LinkedIn—they’re almost all on there, and you can see if they have the skills you
want.
3. Hang out with data scientists at the Strata, Structure:Data, and Hadoop World conferences and similar
gatherings (there is almost one a week now) or at informal data scientist “meet-ups” in the Bay Area; Boston;
New York; Washington, DC; London; Singapore; and Sydney.
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4. Make friends with a local venture capitalist, who is likely to have gotten a variety of big data proposals over the
past year.

5. Host a competition on Kaggle or TopCoder, the analytics and coding competition sites. Follow up with the
most-creative entrants.
6. Don’t bother with any candidate who can’t code. Coding skills don’t have to be at a world-class level but should
be good enough to get by. Look for evidence, too, that candidates learn rapidly about new technologies and
methods.
7. Make sure a candidate can find a story in a data set and provide a coherent narrative about a key data insight.
Test whether he or she can communicate with numbers, visually and verbally.
8. 9. Be wary of candidates who are too detached from the business world. When you ask how their work might
apply to your management challenges, are they stuck for answers?
9. Ask candidates about their favorite analysis or insight and how they are keeping their skills sharp.





Have they gotten a certificate in the advanced track of Stanford’s online Machine Learning
course?
“This course provides a broad introduction to machine learning, datamining, and
statistical pattern recognition” see: http://online.stanford.edu/course/machine-learningself-paced No self-paced courses open.
Contributed to open-source projects
Built an online repository of code to share (for example, on GitHub)?

Roumeliotis was clear with us that he doesn’t hire on the basis of statistical or analytical capabilities. He begins
his search for data scientists by asking candidates if they can develop prototypes in a mainstream programming
language such as Java. Roumeliotis seeks:
1. a skill set—a solid foundation in math, statistics, probability, and computer science
2. and certain habits of mind.
He wants people with a feel for business issues and empathy for customers. Then, he says, he builds on
all that with on-the-job training and an occasional course in a particular technology.
Several universities are planning to launch data science programs, and existing programs in analytics, such as
the Master of Science in Analytics program at North Carolina State, are busy adding big data exercises and
coursework. Some companies are also trying to develop their own data scientists. After acquiring the big data firm
Greenplum, EMC decided that the availability of data scientists would be a gating factor in its own—and
customers’—exploitation of big data. So its Education Services division launched a data science and big data
analytics training and certification program. EMC makes the program available to both employees and customers,
and some of its graduates are already working on internal big data initiatives.
Data scientists want to build things, not just give advice. One describes being a consultant as “the dead
zone.”
As educational offerings proliferate, the pipeline of talent should expand. Vendors of big data technologies are
also working to make them easier to use. In the meantime one data scientist has come up with a creative
approach to closing the gap.
The Insight Data Science Fellows Program, a postdoctoral fellowship designed by Jake Klamka (a high-energy
physicist by training), takes scientists from academia and in six weeks prepares them to succeed as data
scientists. The program combines mentoring by data experts from local companies (such as Facebook, Twitter,
Google, and LinkedIn) with exposure to actual big data challenges. Originally aiming for 10 fellows, Klamka
wound up accepting 30, from an applicant pool numbering more than 200. More organizations are now lining up
to participate. “The demand from companies has been phenomenal,” Klamka told us. “They just can’t get this kind
of high-quality talent.”
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Why Would a Data Scientist Want to Work Here?
Even as the ranks of data scientists swell, competition for top talent will remain fierce. Expect candidates to size
up employment opportunities on the basis of how interesting the big data challenges are. As one of them
commented, “If we wanted to work with structured data, we’d be on Wall Street.” Given that today’s most qualified
prospects come from nonbusiness backgrounds, hiring managers may need to figure out how to paint an exciting
picture of the potential for breakthroughs that their problems offer.
Pay will of course be a factor. A good data scientist will have many doors open to him or her, and salaries will be
bid upward. Several data scientists working at start-ups commented that they’d demanded and got large stock
option packages. Even for someone accepting a position for other reasons, compensation signals a level of
respect and the value the role is expected to add to the business. But our informal survey of the priorities of data
scientists revealed something more fundamentally important. They want to be “on the bridge.” The reference is to
the 1960s television show Star Trek, in which the starship captain James Kirk relies heavily on data supplied by
Mr. Spock. Data scientists want to be in the thick of a developing situation, with real-time awareness of the
evolving set of choices it presents.
Considering the difficulty of finding and keeping data scientists, one would think that a good strategy would
involve hiring them as consultants. Most consulting firms have yet to assemble many of them. Even the largest
firms, such as Accenture, Deloitte, and IBM Global Services, are in the early stages of leading big data projects
for their clients. The skills of the data scientists they do have on staff are mainly being applied to moreconventional quantitative analysis problems. Offshore analytics services firms, such as Mu Sigma, might be the
ones to make the first major inroads with data scientists.
But the data scientists we’ve spoken with say they want to build things, not just give advice to a decision maker.
One described being a consultant as “the dead zone—all you get to do is tell someone else what the analyses
say they should do.” By creating solutions that work, they can have more impact and leave their marks as
pioneers of their profession.
Care and Feeding
Data scientists don’t do well on a short leash. They should have the freedom to experiment and explore
possibilities. That said, they need close relationships with the rest of the business. The most important ties for
them to forge are with executives in charge of products and services rather than with people overseeing business
functions. As the story of Jonathan Goldman illustrates, their greatest opportunity to add value is not in creating
reports or presentations for senior executives but in innovating with customer-facing products and processes.
LinkedIn isn’t the only company to use data scientists to generate ideas for products, features, and value-adding
services. At Intuit data scientists are asked to develop insights for small-business customers and consumers and
report to a new senior vice president of big data, social design, and marketing. GE is already using data science
to optimize the service contracts and maintenance intervals for industrial products. Google, of course, uses data
scientists to refine its core search and ad-serving algorithms. Zynga uses data scientists to optimize the game
experience for both long-term engagement and revenue. Netflix created the well-known Netflix Prize, given to the
data science team that developed the best way to improve the company’s movie recommendation system. The
test-preparation firm Kaplan uses its data scientists to uncover effective learning strategies.
Data scientists today are akin to the Wall Street “quants” of the 1980s and 1990s.
There is, however, a potential downside to having people with sophisticated skills in a fast-evolving field spend
their time among general management colleagues. They’ll have less interaction with similar specialists, which
they need to keep their skills sharp and their tool kit state-of-the-art. Data scientists have to connect with
communities of practice, either within large firms or externally. New conferences and informal associations are
springing up to support collaboration and technology sharing, and companies should encourage scientists to
become involved in them with the understanding that “more water in the harbor floats all boats.”
Data scientists tend to be more motivated, too, when more is expected of them. The challenges of accessing and
structuring big data sometimes leave little time or energy for sophisticated analytics involving prediction or
optimization. Yet if executives make it clear that simple reports are not enough, data scientists will devote more
effort to advanced analytics. Big data shouldn’t equal “small math.”
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The Hot Job of the Decade
Hal Varian, the chief economist at Google, is known to have said, “The sexy job in the next 10 years will be
statisticians. People think I’m joking, but who would’ve guessed that computer engineers would’ve been the sexy
job of the 1990s?”
If “sexy” means having rare qualities that are much in demand, data scientists are already there. They are difficult
and expensive to hire and, given the very competitive market for their services, difficult to retain. There simply
aren’t a lot of people with their combination of scientific background and computational and analytical skills.
Data scientists today are akin to Wall Street “quants” of the 1980s and 1990s. In those days people with
backgrounds in physics and math streamed to investment banks and hedge funds, where they could devise
entirely new algorithms and data strategies. Then a variety of universities developed master’s programs in
financial engineering, which churned out a second generation of talent that was more accessible to mainstream
firms. The pattern was repeated later in the 1990s with search engineers, whose rarefied skills soon came to be
taught in computer science programs.
One question raised by this is whether some firms would be wise to wait until that second generation of data
scientists emerges, and the candidates are more numerous, less expensive, and easier to vet and assimilate in a
business setting. Why not leave the trouble of hunting down and domesticating exotic talent to the big data startups and to firms like GE and Walmart, whose aggressive strategies require them to be at the forefront?
The problem with that reasoning is that the advance of big data shows no signs of slowing. If companies sit out
this trend’s early days for lack of talent, they risk falling behind as competitors and channel partners gain nearly
unassailable advantages. Think of big data as an epic wave gathering now, starting to crest. If you want to catch
it, you need people who can surf.
Data Science vs Data Engineering
2014-08-07, by Harold Nguyen, from:
http://insightdataengineering.com/blog/Data_Science_vs_Data_Engineering.html
The difference between Data Science and Data Engineering can vary depending on who you ask. At Insight, we
have been thinking a lot about what defines Data Engineering. We have recently launched a new program
focused on transitioning to this career.
Data Science
From our perspective, one job of a data scientist is asking the right questions on any given dataset (whether large
or small).
After finding interesting questions, the data scientist must be able to answer them! Finding these answers may
require a knowledge of statistics, machine learning, and data mining tools. If data mining tools are unavailable,
then the data scientist might be better prepared by having the skills to learn these tools quickly. This is why it is
essential to know CS fundamentals and programming, including experience with languages and database
technologies such as Python and MySQL.
Importantly, any analysis should be effectively communicated to interested audiences. This includes being able to
visualize the data or results. The data scientist should be well-versed in creating charts and graphs, and using
visualization tools such as D3. These results or insights must then be clearly and effectively presented, either
verbally or in writing.
A Ph.D. degree is a requirement to participate in the Insight Data Science Program because it demonstrates
that a Fellow has spent roughly 5 intense years in graduate training to either ask the right questions about data,
performing data analysis, create statistical or mathematical models, and present results. These are all skills that
are essential to being a well-rounded data scientist.
Data Engineering
Data engineers enable data scientists to do their jobs more effectively!
Our definition of data engineering includes what some companies might call Data Infrastructure or Data
Architecture. The data engineer gathers and collects the data, stores it, does batch processing or real-time
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processing on it, and serves it via an API to a data scientist who can easily query it.
There are many Big Data tools on the market that perform each of these steps, and it is important that the choice
of using a particular tool can be defended (not used just because it is trendy). That is why one of the requirements
to participate in the Insight Data Engineering Fellows Program includes having very strong software engineering
skills. Not only should the Fellow be able to learn and use these tools quickly, they must improve them if needed.
A good data engineer is has extensive knowledge on databases and best engineering practices. These include
handling and logging errors, monitoring the system, building human-fault-tolerant pipelines, understanding what is
necessary to scale up, addressing continuous integration, knowledge of database administration, maintaining
data cleaning, and ensuring a deterministic pipeline.
These topics are acquired from experience building software, so preferred candidates to Insight Data Engineering
have several years of software engineering experience, even if the candidate does not hold a Ph.D. degree. We
also highly value candidates who have large potential, can learn quickly, and are passionate about Big Data and
software engineering.
Overlap
There is great deal of overlap between these two roles. For instance, a data scientist might use the Hadoop
ecosystem to serve up answers to their data questions, and a data engineer might be programming an iterative
machine learning algorithm to run over a Spark cluster. Even though these tracks are separate in our program,
some companies prefer that candidates are comfortable with aspects from both data science and data
engineering. Additionally, if a company has defined these two roles separately, it can be possible to switch from
one role to the other.
If you have ever thought about transitioning from software engineering to being a data engineer working on the
frontiers of big data, please apply for our next session of the program!
Find out more about the Insight Data Engineering Fellows Program.
Do you need a Masters Degree to become a Data Scientist?
2014-06-27, by Gregory Piatetsky@kdnuggets, from: http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/06/masters-degreebecome-data-scientist.html
Leading analytics experts answer the question: "Do you need a Masters Degree to become a Data Scientist?"
Read practical tips and interesting commentary.
KDnuggets Analytics, Data Mining, and Data Science LinkedIn Group has many active discussions, and recently
one such discussion was prompted by a question from Alok Sharma:
Is it necessary to have Masters Degree to become a Data Scientist? Or are there any certificate courses that can
help me to become a Data Scientist?
This discussion is now going for 4 months, and got responses from many leading data scientists and professors,
including Mark A. Biernbaum, Goutam Chakraborty, Michael Fahy, Myles Gartland, Vincent Granville, Daniel
Dean Gutierrez, Steven Miller, Greta Roberts, and myself.
The consensus seems to be that good practical skills can take the place of a MS degree, but there are many
interesting comments and practical tips - see below.
In case you are interested in Masters, here are Analytics and Data Science Education options, including
 certificates,
 online education, and
 Data Science education in US/Canada and other regions.

Here are selected and most interesting answers from the discussion in answer to the question:
Is it necessary to have Masters Degree to become a Data Scientist? Or are there any certificate courses that can
help me to become a Data Scientist?
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Steven Miller, Data Maestro, Talent & Skills Ecosystem at IBM
To learn data science -- absolutely. A few schools are building undergraduate programs that will be akin to a
computer science degree. You will learn core skills, but they won't make you a scientist who will be advancing the
field.
Sal DiStefano, Developer at Restaurant Technologies, Inc.
Remember that Data Scientist is just a Title. (A media hyped title) Some give themselves or have this title
because that's the work they do, not because they have a particular degree. Some may hold degrees in Statistics,
Mathematics, Computer Science, the disciplines vary.
You can learn data science anywhere. No single Masters Program could cover all the disciplines needed in
significant depth for one to be an expert in all these areas. Selecting an area or two or three and having depth and
expertise in those is common. Many companies do not have just a "Data Scientist" but teams comprised of
experts from the different disciplines.
While some institutions are offering or creating Masters Programs with this title, most of the current field of Data
Scientist have no such Degree. Check out the following
link en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Data_Science:_An_Introduction/A_Mash-up_of_Disciplines to see a list of disciplines
considered within the Data Science area.
The new Columbia Data Science Institute is offering a new Masters in Data Science
Program idse.columbia.edu/masters as well as a certificate program for those who already hold advanced
degrees.
There is the Johns Hopkins University Online Data Science Certificate program available on
Coursera bit.ly/1dTkXju,
Experience and doing in my opinion is the best way to become a "Data Scientist". There are many ways to do this
with or without an advanced degree program. There are many doing great "Data Science" work under other titles.
Joyce Crum, MBA, P.E., Operations & Business Manager
I agree, Data Scientist is just a title. A good Masters to get you in the arena is Operations Research. My
experience was, I had to understand the system to apply the math or tools, not just how to do the math or work
the tool. Good luck.
Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro, Analytics/Data Mining Expert, KDnuggets President
There are many analytics certificates - seewww.kdnuggets.com/education/analytics-data-mining-certificates.html .
I also recommend you take part in some Kaggle competitions - a good result there shows your competence (but it
is not easy - competition is stiff!).
Greta Roberts, Co-founder and CEO, Talent Analytics, Corp.
You may want to check out the hands on / practical / certificate that comes with a SAS certification at the end (a
very valuable certification). All done online - in your own time. math.kennesaw.edu/academics/certificate/sasdm/index.html
Nidhi Kohli, Online Marketing, content writer at Jigsaw Academy
Big data knowledge is not very difficult to obtain, and anyone with some needed pre-requisites like existing
knowledge of statistics, programming and databases concepts can become a big data professional
Based on job requirements, the skills in most demand are Hadoop/Big Data, tools including R and SAS, and
some domain knowledge. Theory is assumed as a prerequisite, but usually good data selection and engineering
is more important than advanced algorithms.
However, there is a strong demand for analytic talent and a shortfall in supply. If you have a master's degree, it
will be add on for you but if you don't have, many companies will overlook this as long as you have the right skills.
Please check the below link for India's top 10 Analytics institutes.education.sulekha.com/top-10-analytics-traininginstitutes-in-india_602070_blog
Daniel Dean Gutierrez, Data Scientist at AMULET Analytics
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I was at a Meetup last night where a guy, a "programmer for 31 years," said that a last year he decided to call
himself a data scientist. He wanted to take advantage of the new hype. He said it was really easy to become a
data scientist. He started by taking Andrew Ng's class in machine learning through Coursera, but was "destroyed"
by the class and had to drop. Then he took the Coursera "Computing for Data Analysis" class, 4 weeks to
basically learn R. Then he took an expensive Data Science on-premise classes. And voila! A data scientist is
born.
Having an academic background in data science, I'm hard pressed to call this gentleman a data scientist. I think it
takes more than a couple MOOC classes and and more time to take on that moniker.
Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro, Analytics/Data Mining Expert, KDnuggets President
The person Daniel refers to may be a good data analyst/coder, but not yet a Data Scientist. Knowledge of R ,
Python or other tools is secondary to knowing how to approach the data, how to ask right questions, and good
intuition about what works and what not. Those skills are critical to a good data scientist, but take more than a few
weeks and
Jim Lola, Entrepreneur, Sr. Manager, Technologist, Architect, & Author
So what if you have undergrad degrees in History, Statistics, and CS, and then advanced degrees in CS and/or
SE. Experience doing actuarial analysis, financial fraud analysis, failure analysis, BioStatistics, HUMINT, OSINT,
and organizational theory analysis. And experience developing software for HPC systems, information
management systems, DBMS (so a lot of information theory app), etc. in languages like C/C++, PHP, Java,
Python, R, and Julia. And, of course, a natural curiosity on how things work and the ability to hire and manage
other folks who also have a passion for information. And finally, have run a business and made business
decisions. So does someone like this qualify as a Data Scientist? Just curious...
Matthew O'Connor, LTC Analyst
I think people are really getting way too hung up on the term "data scientist". Due to it being completely nebulous
as to what exactly it is at this point I would say it is merely a buzzword that may or may not end up getting a hard
definition in the future. Speaking as someone who has minimal experience in the field and currently enrolled in
Northwestern's MSPA program, I can confidently say that when I complete my degree I will NOT be a data
scientist (if I had years of experience prior to beginning the program I might be singing a different tune though).
However, I do believe it will give me a solid foundation to build upon.
In the end, I believe it requires a combination of years of experience and a relevant degree. Furthermore I would
say a certain amount of aptitude is also required. I'm sure there are people with a B.S. in Computer Science that
have been doing analysis for over ten years that can and should be called data scientists just as there are PhD's
out there who should not.
So to conclude I believe it is wise for newcomers like myself just to become excellent at data analysis/mining and
not worry about monikers - those will come naturally once a certain degree of success has been achieved. That's
my two cents at any rate.
Daniel Dean Gutierrez, Data Scientist at AMULET Analytics
Jim, what you describe is a "unicorn," something many companies are seeking when hiring a data scientist.
Matthew ... as one long-time "data scientist" I love the new term for what I do. I think it aptly describes what I do,
what I've always done, with data.
Vincent Granville, Data Scientist, Startup Entrepreneur
Masters will eventually change and adapt. I wouldn't be surprised that some organizations/companies will soon
offer a solid master, at almost no cost, online and on-demand. We are actually working on delivering such a highquality training to practitioners with a quant background. The idea is to help interested candidates acquire all my
useful experience and knowledge gathered over my 25 years career, spanning across multiple continents and
various data science roles (Visa, Microsft, eBay, Wells Fargo amd start-ups), in a compact format delivered online
on-demand in less than six months.
Aatash Shah, Founder & CEO at Edvancer Eduventures Pvt. Ltd.
One doesn't become a data scientist overnight. You need to take it step by step especially if you are new to the
whole analytics/data science show. To become a data scientist you need to be hands-on on various tools and
technologies and these vary right from the basic MS Excel and SQL to statistical software like SAS/R/SPSS,
languages like Python, Perl, C++, Java etc. and technologies that can handle Big Data like the Hadoop
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ecosystem. Apart from this you would be expected to have good knowledge of business to be able to eventually
bring out the insights from the data.
To take a step by step approach an expensive Master's degree may not be the best solution as no degree will
eventually cover all these requisites and there will always be newer tech coming up. The best way would be to
take a modular approach in learning all this stuff through short, inexpensive certificate courses. After all it is the
knowledge which matters and certificate courses probably provide more hands-on, practical knowledge at a
cheaper price than a Master's.
Check out some certificate course providers in analytics here:analyticsindiamag.com/top-8-analytics-traininginstitutes-in-india/
Alok Sharma, Programer Analyst at BitWise Inc
Thank You Sal, Greg, Daniel, Vincent, Atash & others. Your Comments were really insightful. I think I will start off
by taking up Data Analysis courses on Coursera followed by industry relevant course in analytics and work on
developing my knowledge until I land up to a relevant job.
Myles Gartland, Professor and Director of Graduate Business Programs at Rockhurst University; Chief Analyst at
Insightful Analytics
To me it is also like asking do I need have a graduate degree to be a CEO. Well, no. A data scientist does not
require any licensure- so technically you need so specific credential. Your degree usually gets you in the door,
and your skills let you keep and excel at your job. All that said, you do not need a graduate degree to DO the job,
but you might need one to GET the job (look at many of the job postings and their requirements).
Vincent Granville, Data Scientist, Startup Entrepreneur
If you don't need to sell something to someone (a real human - like selling yourself to get a job), but instead
generate revenue via automated data science systems that do not require human interactions (stock trading,
various arbitraging systems including keyword bidding, sport bets, data science publisher generating revenue via
Google Adwords, some types of hacking), then you don't need any diploma or certifications. Not even high school,
not even primary school.
Goutam Chakraborty, Professor (Marketing) at Oklahoma State University and Management Consultant
This is a great discussion. I have taught, advised, counseled more than 500 students (in last 10+ years) of our
graduate certificate program in data mining at Oklahoma State University (analytics.okstate.edu). Most of our
students work in the field of data mining, predictive analytics, marketing analytics, web analytics, marketing
science, data science ..... After having talked to 100's of major corporations and employers, I feel a data scientist
(wanted by a company) is someone with a "multiple personality disorder" who can still function well! This person
has knowledge and abilities in

1. Programming (SQL, Python, Java, .....) and exposure to big data via Hadoop, MapReduce...
2. Statistical and numerical models along with ability to do visualization and optimization (using multiple software
platforms including proprietary such as SAS and open-source such as R)
3. Have domain expertise to understand how all these apply in the context of a business to cerate value
4. A good communicator so that the person can explain the models to users who are unlikely to accept the
models if they do not understand them
5. A person with curiosity, determination, team-player, leader... you name it.
So, can you develop all these skills in one course? or a short program? NO!
How about through a series of well-designed courses (not 1 or 2 perhaps 4 or more spread over a span of 1-2
years so you have time to assimilate knowledge and put those to work) that build on each other plus hands-on
experience in working with complex data and models - Yes (that is what we do at our graduate certificate program
for working professionals taking courses via online). But, of course, I am biased because I run the program.
Atul Thatte, Senior Manager, Advanced Transaction & Consumption Analytics
I completely agree that "Data Scientist" is just a title. A Master's degree can be beneficial, however, a set of
courses that provide a balance between theoretical depth and practical breadth would be ideal. I would highly
recommend Dr. Chakraborty's Graduate Data Mining Certificate program at Oklahoma State University. Having
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completed it myself, I know first hand that the program provides a solid theoretical foundation, a lot of experience
with publishing/presenting in industry fora, and competing in industry sponsored competitions such as the annual
SAS analytics shootout. It is available online, and so its quite practical for full time professionals. Hope this helps
answer your question.
Michael Fahy, Associate Dean, School of Computational Sciences, Chapman University
You need a combination of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science.
Here is a sample list of courses from our MS degree in Computational and Datat Sciences at Chapman
University:












CS 510 Foundations of Scientific Computing
CS 520 Mathematical Modeling
CS 530 Data Mining
CS 540 High-Performance Computing
CS 555 Multivariate Data Analysis
CS 595 Computational Science Seminar
CS 611 Time Series Analysis
CS 612 Advanced Numerical Methods
CS 613 Machine Learning
CS 614 Interactive Data Analysis
CS 615 Digital Image Processing

Myles Gartland, PhD, Professor and Director of Graduate Business Programs at Rockhurst University; Chief
Analyst at Insightful Analytics: To pile on to Michaels and Daniel's list- lets not forget context, domain and
communication. A few classes in communication and basic business (assuming they will work for one) will go a
long way too. People sitting in cubes writing models without understanding of businesses questions and ability to
communicate their results lose some of their value.
Mark A. Biernbaum, PhD Researcher- 25 years experience; Children's Institute, Clinical/Social Psychology,
University of Rochester: The current crop of Data Scientists has learned the work on the job. A lot of great
research work is learned on the job. A Master's or credential program could create problems for the person
obtaining them once they get on the job and find that the work is as much experience as it is education.
Vincent Granville, Data Scientist, Startup Entrepreneur: If you are a self-funded entrepreneur, you don't even
need a primary school education, not even kindergarden: your education and job title do not matter, only your
capacity to generate value and profits. In my case, though having a PhD, I never mention my degree - nobody
(except time-wasters) is asking anyway. Indeed, ignoring people asking about my (real!) credentials has been one
of the best strategies to stop wasting time in discussions going to nowhere.
Romakanta Irungbam, Analytics Consultant, Predictive Modeler: Except for companies that have just started
doing a few things in analytics and dream of a hiring a non-existent master of all trades, experience is a more
valuable thing than a Masters or any other degree.
When I started out sometime in 2003 (in India), it was called Research and Analytics because most of the
analytics work was linked with marketing research studies/surveys. Quantum and SPSS were very popular
software then, while sampling and significance tests were the most used analytical techniques. I learned all of
these on the job.
Sometime around 2007, I had to learn SAS programming because the new company I joined, uses SAS for all
their analytics projects. I also learned techniques like logistic regression, cluster analysis, and factor analysis at
this company.
During 2009 till 2012, I worked on Netezza and Teradata to extract and acquire the data I needed for my
predictive modeling and other analytical projects. While I continued using SAS, I had to learn SPSS Modeler
because one of my biggest clients uses SPSS. I also became very good in a lot of statistical/data mining
techniques - Decision Trees, Regression Models, Time Series, Mixed Models, etc.
And finally in my current role (starting 2012), I learned MS SQL and Tableau. I also did my first and very
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challenging SAS Macro programming which is more than 800 lines of code and will accomplish the same tasks
that used to take weeks, in about a day.
All the software/programming and the statistical/data mining techniques were not learned in college or a formal
coaching environment. Most of the times, it was searching and reading on Google, a good discussion with the
team, and in a few cases, a colleague or someone senior who will help when the right questions were asked.
What I want to say is - the media, some companies and their 'executives' try to make everything sound very
technical and critical/essential - R, Hadoop, Big Data, MongoDB, Deep Learning, etc,. etc,. - but at the end of the
day, you can and will learn anything when there is a requirement. And sometimes, there will be someone who will
push you into the water, someone who will make you take the first step when you have your doubts.
Comments
Randy Collica • a year ago
While I do concur with many of the above comments, I must say that I've done data mining and data science work
for over 15 years and I only hold a BSEE degree. My instructors did impress on my, however, that we think
through problems and not depend on rote memory and this had served me very well over the years. That said, a
MS in analytics, or business with emphasis on analytics or engineering/science background would definitely be
helpful.
abhijitghatak • a year ago
If you have an analytical brain and depending on your background, an MS degree can be a jumpstart (rather than
looking for an opportunity in the diverse market to get trained on the job). The idea is, what you extract and retain
from the program will help you to make the runway shorter and get you a better ROI (provided you have the time
and the money).
Is Data Scientist the right career path for you? Candid advice
2014-03-27, By Anmol Rajpurohit, from: http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/03/data-scientist-right-career-pathcandid-advice.html
Paco Nathan is a "player/coach" in the field of Big Data, having led innovative Data teams on large-scale apps for
10+ years. An expert in distributed systems, machine learning, and Enterprise data workflows, Paco is an O'Reilly
author and an advisor for several firms including The Data Guild, Mesosphere, Marinexplore, Agromeda, and
TagThisCar. Paco received his BS Math Sci and MS Comp Sci degrees from Stanford University, and has 25+
years technology industry experience ranging from Bell Labs to early-stage start-ups.
Candid advice from an industry veteran reveals the true picture behind the much-talked-about Data Scientist
"glamour" and helps people have the right expectations for a Data Science career.
It is no surprise today that Data Scientist (or related roles such as Data Manager, Statistician, Data Analyst, etc.)
is one of the most sought career paths. In response to this cross-industry trend, several top universities have
started programs dedicated to Data Science.
Allured by the tremendous opportunities, great compensation and visibility to business leaders, many people are
moving towards the Data Scientist career path without a thorough careful assessment of the day-to-day
responsibilities of such a role, the required attitude; and balance of technical and business skills.
In the pursuit to provide data science aspirants a clear realistic picture of the data scientist role, which they can
assess against their personality and career ambitions, I recently discussed this with Paco Nathan, a data science
expert with 25+ years of industry experience. His candid, detailed response is very likely to be an eye-opener for
many.
Questions and Answers Debate:
Anmol Rajpurohit: Data Scientist has been termed as the sexiest job of 21st century. Do you agree? What advice
would you give to people thinking of a long career in Data Science?
Paco Nathan: I don’t agree. Not many people have the breadth of skills to perform the role, nor the patience that
is absolutely needed to acquire those skills, nor the desire to get there.
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As a self test:



prepare an analysis and visualization of an unknown data set, while impatient stakeholders watch over your
shoulder and ask pointed questions; be prepared to make quantitative arguments about the confidence of the
results
 describe “loss function” and “regularization term” each in 25 words or less, with a compare/contrast of several
examples, and show how to structure a range of tradeoffs for model transparency, predictive power, and
resource requirements
 pitch a reorg proposal to an executive staff session which implies firing some ranking people
 interview 34 different departments that are hostile to your project, to tease out the metadata for datasets that
they’ve been reluctant to release
 build, test, and deploy a mission-critical app with real-time SLAs, efficiently across a 1000+ node cluster
 troubleshoot intermittent bugs in somebody else’s code which is at least 2000 lines long, without their
assistance
 leverage ensemble approaches to enhance a predictive model that you’re working on
 work on a deadline in paired programming with people from 34 different fields completely disjoint from the
work that you’ve done
If one doesn’t feel absolutely comfortable performing each of those listed above, right now, then my advice is to
avoid “Data Science” as a career.
The term Data Scientist was “sexy” as a new role circa 2012 in the sense of DJ Patil, Hilary Mason, et al.
However, not everyone gets a chunk of a $4B IPO! (full disclosure: I got invited 3x to join LI prior to their IPO but
stubbornly pursued other opportunities; what an excellent team there!)
Circa 2012: that was then, this is now. Actual work in Data Science entails:
 some opportunities to innovate from a “greenfield” state, but not often
 mostly being called into an existing project — which is somehow at risk
 having to speak truth to power (not fun, but the essence of the role)
To echo what DJ and others have articulated so well before: most data related problems are social/organizational
(e.g., data silos, lack of metadata, matrix org infighting, etc.) or else the key insights probably would have been
apparent within that organization already.
I have a hunch that much of the interesting work in ecommerce has played out already — big players will continue
to reap big revenue, but the work to be done now is mostly outside of Silicon Valley. Or rather, other industries
coming here to learn, partner, purchase, etc.
For example, Monsanto launched a private equity firm in SF that, practically speaking, can invest more money at
more favorable terms into Ag data ventures than just about any VC firm. Meanwhile, VCs in the area have all but
ignored datarelated ventures in domains that matter — with the exception of Khosla. In the past several months
they’ve acquired business units within SV: Climate Corp, Solum, etc., which by the way were funded by Khosla.
Expect more of that trend.
From my perspective, the big issues in data now are not in ad tech, but instead real issues: food supply,
drought/flooding, energy security, health care, telecom, transportation apart from oil dependency, smarter
manufacturing, deforestation monitoring, oceanographic analysis, etc.
Also, IT budgets are still enormously flawed w.r.t. data insights. Too much budget goes into the priesthood of
“data engineering”, and far too much budget tends to be earmarked for data that’s already cleaned up. Also, I find
that the notion of “Product Management” in SV is almost antithetically opposed to effective use of data: in many
cases product managers are incentivized to discourage use of data within companies.
Hence our value is generally going to be realized at:
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 writing code to prepare data
 automating process to improve feature engineering and model tournaments
 speaking truth to power
The first speaks to IT budgets earmarked the wrong way, and the second speaks to Product Management being
almost systematically hostile to effective use of data. The third speaks to the fact that several of my biggest
contributions as a data scientist have been to provide exec staff with hard evidence to fire other executives and
get the company back on track. Again, industry disruptions have impact.

For people just starting out, be really careful about where you go to work.
 If a firm claims to have “excellent engineering” but insufficient use of data circa 2014, then they are *not* the
sharpest tools on the workbench; pick some other firm in which to start.
 Find mentors.
 Join teams that have strong sponsorship from Finance or Operations (which generally understand data and
variance)
 Avoid teams that have sponsorship from Engineering or Marketing (which generally do not understand
effective use of data).
Recommendations, not necessarily in order:
 learn to leverage the evolving Py data stack: IPython, Pandas, scikitlearn, etc.
 learn how to lead an interdisciplinary team
 get experience in 1+ domains outside of data/analytics/programming
 get a good grounding in design and apply it to data visualization
 do everything you can to become a better writer and speaker (outside of academic conferences)
 participate in meetups; publish blogs, presentations, etc. (hiring managers ignore resumes and look for
published content online)
 get a good grounding in:
o Abstract algebra
o Bayesian stats
o Linear algebra
o Convex optimization
 study up on algorithms and frameworks for streaming data (the bigger use cases on the horizon are not
batch)
 learn Scalding and functional programming with type safety
 avoid Business Intelligence (like the plague)
 avoid anything referred to as “The Hadoop Ecosystem” or “Hadoop as an OS”
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Languages: Primary Programming Language for Analytics, Data Mining, Data Science?
2015-06-01, By Gregory Piatetsky, @kdnuggets.
, From: http://www.kdnuggets.com/2015/06/poll-programming-language-analytics-data-mining-data-science.html
The Data Science Championship fight - R vs Python: What was your Primary Programming Language for
Analytics, Data Mining, Data Science tasks?
While Data Science platforms are getting easier to use, data scientists frequently need to go beyond them and
actually code in a lower-level language for their tasks.
Recent KDnuggets Analytics, Data Mining Software Poll showed that R and Python are the top 2 such analytics
languages, and while R is more popular, Python grows faster.
R and Python are also very popular topics among KDnuggets readers.
Our previous poll examined Switch between R and Python in 2013, and we also found that R and Python are the
most popular among 4 main languages for Analytics, Data Mining, and Data Science.
New KDnuggets Poll looks the current state of R vs Python fight.
I apologize in advance to users of many other languages, but R and Python are the most popular two, and the
flow diagram becomes too complicated if another language is added.
Languages: Four main languages for Analytics, Data Mining, Data Science
2014-08-18, By Gregory Piatetsky@kdnuggets, from: http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/08/four-main-languagesanalytics-data-mining-data-science.html
New KDnuggets Poll shows the growing dominance of four main languages for Analytics, Data Mining, and Data
Science: R, SAS, Python, and SQL - used by 91% of data scientists - and decline in popularity of other
languages, except for Julia and Scala.
Sometimes the high-level data science platform is not enough for a particular analytics task, and data scientists
need to go to a lower level statistics / programming language.
The last KDnuggets poll asked: What programming/statistics languages you used for an analytics / data mining /
data science work in 2014?
The results show that the main 4 languages - R, Python, SAS, and SQL - hold a commanding lead - 91% of
all respondents used one of them.
Comparing with similar KDnuggets Polls
in 2013: What programming/statistics languages you used for analytics / data mining, and in 2012, we note
several changes and trends.
1. A big increase in SAS user participation in 2014, perhaps partly driven by growth and change in KDnuggets
readers composition, and likely also by increased visibility of this poll among SAS users. SAS users had a high
percentage of "lone" votes - in 2014, 58% of them said they used only SAS, compared to 26% in 2013. The
fraction of "lone" votes in 2014 was 20.5% for R, 14% for Python, and only 4.5% for SQL.
2. Consolidation among top 4 languages - R, SAS, Python, and SQL. 91% of all voters have used at least one
of them. Almost all other languages declined in their popularity for data mining tasks, including Java, Unix shell,
MATLAB, C/C++, Perl, Octave, Ruby, Lisp, and F#.
Here is a Venn diagram that shows significant overlap between R, Python, and SQL. The percentages indicated
how many voters chose that option, eg 20% of all voters have used both R and Python, while 10% have used R,
Python, and SQL. The areas of the circles and intersections approximately correspond to the fraction of voters.
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Here is a similar Venn diagram showing overlap between R, Python, and SAS. We see that SAS is much more
independent from R and Python, with about 2/3 of of SAS users not using R or Python.

3. Languages with the highest growth in 2014 were
 Julia, 316% growth, from 0.7% share in 2013 to 2.9% in 2014
 SAS, 76% growth, from 20.8% in 2013 to 36.4% in 2014
 Scala, 74% growth, from 2.2% in 2013 to 3.9% in 2014
4. The languages with the largest decline in share of usage were
 F#, 100% decline, from 1.7% share in 2013 to zero in 2014
 C++/C, 60% decline, from 9.3% in 2013 to 3.6% in 2014
 GNU Octave, 57% decline, from 5.6% in 2013 to 2.4% in 2014
 MATLAB, 50% decline, from 12.5% in 2013 to 6.3% in 2014
 Ruby, 44% decline, from 2.2% in 2013 to 1.3% in 2014
 Perl, 41% decline, from 4.5% in 2013 to 2.6% in 2014

Here is the table with more details:
What programming/statistics languages you used for an analytics / data mining /
data science work in 2014?
Language used

% voters in 2014 (719 total)
% voters in 2013 (713 total)
% voters in 2012 (579 total)

R (352 voters in 2014)

49.0%
60.9%
52.5%

SAS (262)

36.4%
20.8%
19.7%
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Python (252)

35.0%
38.8%
36.1%

SQL (220)

30.6%
36.6%
32.1%

Java (89)

Unix shell/awk/sed (63)

Pig Latin/ Hive/ other Hadoop-based
languages (61)
SPSS (58)

MATLAB (45)

12.4%
16.5%
21.2%
8.8%
11.1%
14.7%
8.5%
8.0%
6.7%
8.1%
not asked
not asked
6.3%
12.5%
13.1%

Scala (28)

3.9%
2.2%
2.4%

C/C++ (26)

3.6%
9.3%
14.3%

Julia (21)

2.9%
0.7%
0.3%

Other low-level languages (20)

2.8%
5.9%
11.4%

Perl (19)

2.6%
4.5%
9.0%

GNU Octave (17)

2.4%
5.6%
5.9%

Ruby (9)

1.3%
2.2%
3.8%

Lisp/Clojure (5)

0.7%
1.0%
4.3%

F# (0)

0%
1.7%
not asked in 2012
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Business Acumen Needed: The one language a Data Scientist must master
2015-09-01, by Matt Reaney, Bio: Matt Reaney is the Founder and Director at Big Cloud , a talent search firm
focusing on all things Big Data and helps innovative organizations across Europe, APAC and the US find the
talent they need to grow.
Getting started with the data science, and wondering which language to pick up and technology to explore. But,
that is secondary, every business is structured differently and to understand it and build on top of it, is the crux of
data science.
When business leaders read about (and tackle) big data, there is a lot to take in. The field is growing so
dynamically that many of the industry buzzwords would not have existed a few years ago. Just a short list of some
programming languages is enough to make most business leaders dizzy. R, C, Python, Java, Julia, Scala,
Ruby… just a few programming languages that our grandchildren might learn at high school. There will be many
others; you can be sure about that.
There is one language in which every Data Scientist should be fluent: Business

As recruiters, we, of course, assess our candidates for the hard, technical skills. We look at the projects that they
have completed on Kaggle. We can do a rigid technical competency checks to ascertain their professional level
— That is all measurable. The candidates either have the knowledge and the skills, or they don’t.
However, the difference between a good Data Scientist and a GREAT Data Scientist is often not found in their
technical ability or their amazing mathematical genius. Data Science exists to provide a service to business and
business is run by people. If Data Scientists cannot comfortably communicate with their non-expert colleagues
and bosses, then their effectiveness is greatly reduced. They need to communicate easily with people, to
understand, to interpret, to translate.
They have to understand the issues of their business and give guidance in providing the data to reach the best
solutions. They have to be adept at facilitating a continuous dialog loop – from business to the Data Science / big
data teams and then back to the business. Great data scientists will not just address business problems; they will
pick the right problems that can have the most value to the organization.
They have to be able to present their findings in a clear and simple way – in the language of their business. Not
all people understand the technical jargon. The candidates who can explain what they have achieved without
blowing my mind with jargon are those who usually go far. Accurate numbers and graphs are one thing, but only
the Data Scientist understands them well enough to be able to draw the crucial business conclusions. They have
to interpret and translate.
Many mid-level candidates struggle with this initially. They have not had much senior management interaction and
have mostly been fairly insular in terms of their work circle within a company. The solution going forward is to give
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them more exposure to the business and to introduce the value of big data to their respective mid-management
colleagues across all departments.
The organizations making the most of big data are now integrating their Data Science teams far closer to the rest
of their business. They will grow up together as a team and learn to talk to each other more effectively.
They will learn to speak each other’s language.
Related:
 Four main languages for Analytics, Data Mining, Data Science
 Top Languages for analytics, data mining, data science
 R vs Python for Data Science: The Winner is …
 R, Python users show surprising stability, but strong regional differences

Five (5) Analytics, BI, Data Management Trends For 2015
2015-01-09: By Doug Henschen, Exec. Editor of InformationWeek, from: http://www.informationweek.com/bigdata/big-data-analytics/5-analytics-bi-data-management-trends-for-2015/a/d-id/1318551
InformationWeek survey shows growth in cloud-based data warehousing, real-time tech, and big-data platforms,
but business intelligence standardization is waning.
About the author: Doug Henschen is Executive Editor of InformationWeek, where he covers the intersection of
enterprise applications with information management, business intelligence, big data and analytics.

.
Companies are moving from business intelligence standardization to experimentation, data-quality concerns are
easing a bit, and cloud-based, real-time, and big-data platforms are on the rise.
These are among the findings of our 2015 InformationWeek Analytics, Business Intelligence, and Information
Management Survey, published late last month based on responses from 384 business technology professionals.
The two most important themes explored in the report are overcoming the complexity of analytics and BI tools and
meeting the challenges of big-data analysis. But our annual tracking survey also uncovers interesting changes in
respondent attitudes and priorities when it comes to analytics, BI, and information management.
Here, then, are five trends to watch out for in 2015:
1. Analytics and BI standardization is waning.
A decade ago, the BI market was consolidating as companies tried to standardize on fewer BI products that could
be deployed throughout the organization. Times are changing. Cloud and mobile innovation and big-data
exploration favor experimentation with a new generation of tools. Our 2015 survey reveals that only 28% of
respondent firms now say they're standardizing, down from 35% in 2014. And 21% say their firms use "many
analytics and BI products," up from 16% in 2014.
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2. Cloud-based data warehousing is on the rise.
Cloud-based data warehousing services show the biggest increase in adoption of any information-management
category, jumping to 34% from just 24% in 2014. The poster child here is Amazon Redshift, the data warehousing
service launched in 2013. Last year, Amazon Web Services CTO Werner Vogels described Redshift as the
company's fastest-growing web service ever. IBM responded in 2014 with Netezza-based DashDB. Next up will
be HP, which announced plans to launch an online version of its Vertica database early this year.
3. Real-time technology is seeing real gains.
Providers of complex event processing (CEP) technology have predicted for more than a decade that the
technology is going mainstream. We're still not there, with broad use of CEP still a rarity outside of financial
services, security, telco, and intelligence agency circles. But adoption shows an eight-point lift to 35% of our 2015
respondents. Usage is "extensive" among 12% of respondents, while 23% say they use CEP "on a limited basis."
Amazon, once again, provides a mainstream proof point with its Kinesis CEP service, which is powering real-time
bidding, buying, gaming, media streaming, and other services. Apache Spark,Apache Storm, Splunk, and other
options are bringing real-time analysis to system, service, network, mobile, and application-monitoring scenarios.
The cloud may be the enabler this once-exotic technology was waiting for.
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5. Hadoop and NoSQL adoption are growing.
No surprise here; NoSQL and Hadoop both show seven-point gains in adoption since our 2014 survey, used by
26% and 22% of our 2015 respondents, respectively.
Factors driving interest in NoSQL databases include "faster, more flexible development than achievable with
relational databases," cited by 24% of respondents, and "lower software and deployment cost," cited by 21%.
Motivations to use Hadoop include the "ability to store and process semi-structured, unstructured, and variable
data," cited by 31% of respondents, and "lower hardware and storage scaling cost than commercial products,"
cited by 25% of respondents.
Reality check: Consistent with last year's results, about half of all respondents still say NoSQL and Hadoop are
"not a priority for my organization" at this time.
5. Data quality concerns are easing.
Data is messy -- always has been, always will be. Big-data platforms like Hadoop and NoSQL databases
accommodate messiness because they don't force you to normalize everything into predefined data models with
consistent dimensions of data. Techniques like machine learning and visualization let the data do the talking.
Accuracy improves with scale, and trends and exceptions stand out more clearly. It's not that data quality is no
longer important; indeed, it's still the No. 1 "barrier to success" cited by both BI and analytics types and
information management professionals. But concern is diminishing -- at least where analysis is concerned -- with
only 51% putting data quality on their "barriers" list, versus 59% in 2014.
One upshot of this year's report is that many companies are no longer counting on a few favored vendors to
provide all the answers (along with hefty consulting bills). Organizations are experimenting. In some cases they're
reacting to competitors that are innovating with new data sources and technologies.
The same old data and the same old tools can support the same old business, but how many CEOs are satisfied
with the way things are? Not many. How many companies aren't confronting big challenges? Plenty. Don't
embrace change for the sake of change, but don't be complacent in 2015.
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Eight (8) Analytics Trends to Watch in 2015

2015-02-09, By Thor Olavsrud, from: http://www.cio.com/article/2881201/data-analytics/8-analytics-trends-towatch-in-2015.html
Business analytics are becoming 'the air companies breathe and the oceans in which they swim,' according to
Deloitte Analytics. These eight trends will dominate the analytics field in 2015.
Analytics were one of the fastest growing technology trends in 2014 and momentum is continuing to build,
according to Deloitte Analytics' recent report, Analytics Trends 2015: A Below-the-Surface Look.
"Put simply, analytics is becoming both the air that we breathe — and the ocean in which we swim," the report
says.
Deloitte believes eight trends will dominate the world of analytics in 2015.
1. Quadruple Down on Data Security
2014 was a rough year for data security. Deloitte says business and tech leaders are deeply anxious about data
security in 2015 and for good reason. Data is exploding all around us: mobile data generation, real-time
connectivity and digital business have changed the nature of the game when it comes to protecting data assets,
and made it harder too.
As a result analytics have an increasingly important role to play in data security. Analytics are already
transforming intrusion detection, differential privacy, digital watermarking and malware countermeasures.
"Securing data is really the difference between remaining operational and dealing with a serious crisis," says John
Lucker, principal, Deloitte Consulting, and Deloitte's global advanced analytics and modeling market leader. "And
companies can't wait for legislation to save the day. Without a keen focus on data security now, some
organizations might not have a bottom line to worry about. But it’s not all horror stories. Security is also about
building brand reputation and trust. Strong security practices, including the use of advanced analytics capabilities
to manage privacy and security challenges, can set businesses apart from the competition and create comfort
and confidence with customers and consumers."
Lucker notes that one thing companies can do right away is elevate the role of the executive responsible for data
security in the organization.
"For example, in consumer products and retail companies — where consumers are looking for reassurance
around privacy and security issues — it is important to have a visible (and hopefully visionary) senior executive in
charge of security evaluating and meeting business, technology and consumer security needs. Consumers need
to know that someone is looking out for their interests."
2. The Analytics of Things Comes into Its Own
The Internet of Things (IoT) will continue to grow rapidly in 2015. Analytics tools and techniques for dealing with
the massive amounts of structured and unstructured data generated by IoT are already coming to light, but
Deloitte says the integration of systems is where things are lagging. Both consumer and industrial IoT applications
could benefit from industry standards, especially since traditional analytics architectures and techniques don't play
well with the noisy, analog, high-velocity data generated by sensors.
"Everyone from Alljoyn (open source) to Google to the Industrial Internet Consortium is now involved in the
standards effort," Lucker says. "We are making headway, but there are some things that could speed the pace."
First, Lucker says, it is essential that we facilitate collaboration, allowing participants from research, academia and
the business to get involved.
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"There are too many IoT standards bodies already — and most of them are technology company-driven," he
says. "It would be better in the long run for users, and established companies, to drive standards setting for the
IoT."
In addition, Lucker says we need to think big. It's not just about setting standards for sensor devices. We need to
think about standards for data integration, analytics and processes too.
We need to think faster. Lucker says the use of new technologies like cloud and APIs can translate between
standards and formats quickly and we need to employ them.
That said, Lucker warns that we should probably hunker down for the long haul. It took 15 years to develop a
standard for RFID. While IoT standards-setting is moving much faster than that, Lucker says we shouldn't expect
success overnight.
3. Data Monetization Is Here with Risks and Rewards
Here and there, people have begun talking about a strange new idea: That data should not only be managed as
an asset but valued as one. In the future, analysts and researchers say, companies will routinely monetize their
own data for financial gain.
In some areas it makes perfect sense, and some companies — especially online businesses and, more recently,
industrial firms — are already rebuilding their strategy around data as an asset, Deloitte says. But Deloitte also
notes that many companies are likely underestimating the responsibilities that come with this data power.
"Data privacy and liability concerns are probably the most important monetization questions businesses need to
consider," Lucker says. "Does the company have the implicit and/or explicit statutory or legal right, or ethical right,
to divulge private consumer data through aggregation/monetization? If not, do not pass go. The risks are too
great. If yes, then just because something can be done doesn't mean it should be done."
If you're thinking about monetizing data, Lucker says your first stop should be legal counsel to understand what
you can and can't legally do with the data in question.
"Rights need to be negotiated up front as do agreements with customers on their plan to use the data," he says.
"Much of this data is intellectual property, and as such, companies have to consider the cost vs. benefits of
making it openly available."
In addition, Lucker notes there are other potential pitfalls. They include: failing to establish a data monetization
business model, underestimating technology and other costs involved and ignoring data accuracy concerns.
"That's not to say it's never a good idea to monetize data — clearly there is value in doing so," he says. "But if it
diverts the focus of the company from its primary strategic goals, then I'd stick with doing what the business does
well and doing that better."
4. We Can Build the Bionic Brain Stronger, Faster, Better
The advent of cognitive analytics means we can now automate analytical thinking through machine learning.
Cognitive analytics aren't a replacement for traditional information and analytics programs, but they appear to be
capable of improving just about any knowledge-intensive undertaking.
"Modeled after the way the human brain processes information, draws conclusions and learns from actions taken,
cognitive analytics uses technology, computing power and human interaction to generate hypotheses, make
conclusions and express recommendations," Lucker says. "With cognitive computing, these recommendations
can also be ranked by how likely it is that the response is accurate. What's more, iterative learning takes place at
the machine level. The more data fed into a machine learning system, the better quality insights you get out of it."
It's the last point, Lucker says, that differentiates cognitive analytics from traditional analytics.
"With traditional analytics, data representing complex challenges or questions is analyzed, patterns are identified
and historical or predictive insights are generated to inform decision making around those issues," he says.
"Cognitive analytics goes one step further, feeding learnings back into the analytics ecosystem to be applied to
the next iteration and new or related challenges. With each iteration, the mechanism gets smarter."
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5. The Rise of Open Source…Again
Open source solutions have been common in Silicon Valley for more than a decade and most websites these
days make use of the LAMP stack. Now open source solutions like Hadoop are finding a place in mainstream
enterprises as data storage and processing engines. It's no wonder why: Open source solutions are often free or
inexpensive and the communities around them can enable rapid development and iteration. Tech leaders are
ready to put open source technologies to work, but Deloitte warns that risk management must be part of the
equation.
Deloitte points out that you may currently have an army of volunteer open source developers working on the
project that you've just made core to your technology strategy, but they could move on to the next big thing. Or
the quality of the solution and developers working on it might decline.
You need to have a clear picture of the portion of your infrastructure built on open source solutions so you can
calculate your risk exposure.
6. Striking Gold with Tax Analytics
Deloitte notes that companies have been slow to capture their tax situations and outcomes in structured formats,
but a surge in common data sets is making it easier than ever to bring fact-based insights to company taxes. For
instance, tax analytics can explain or predict tax levels under particular circumstances.
"More and more, tax departments are taking a proactive approach to tax risk management," Lucker says. "This
means using data and initiatives from across the business to generate insights, make fact-based decisions that
drive strategy."
With tax analytics, he says, businesses can think differently about tax issues. The can analyze data sets from
different parts of the business in a granular way and allow different departments to access a single data source
for all their tax information, increasing transparency and accuracy.
"One of our clients was looking for a way to reduce the effort involved in reviewing vendors on a monthly basis
over a certain threshold," he explains. "The effort required two people working two weeks out of each month to
get the job done. A tax analytics solution reduced that effort significantly, allowing the business to review every
transaction for the company in just a few hours' time."
Tax analytics are also simplifying the process of recovering overpaid transaction taxes and helping to prevent
future overpayments at the same time.
"Technology and computing power allows for the analysis of terabytes of transactional data to uncover patterns,"
Lucker says. "Customer behavior and spending patterns can be examined, and forensic methods can uncover
fraud, waste and abuse. Double payments and improper payments become easier to identify."
Companies are also developing tax analytic approaches to simulate numerous business scenarios, probabilistic
outcomes, decision criteria and other business actions/outcomes.
7. STEM Becomes STEAM
It should be no surprise to anyone at this point that companies are concerned about a lack of data scientists out
there. Universities are stepping up their efforts to turn out data scientists and quantitative analysts, but Deloitte
believes that as the demand grows, there will be an inevitable shakeout in university programs.
Deloitte notes that "STEM", short for the academic disciplines of science, technology, engineering and math, has
been a hot buzzword on college campuses for years. But now some are beginning to talk about "STEAM" — the
'A' stands for 'Art' — instead.
"This is good news for the business world, which is looking to such programs to deliver the analytics talent they
need — and are increasingly on the hunt for people who can balance quantitative analysis skills with an ability to
tell the story of their data in compelling, visual ways," Deloitte says. "Design thinking, visualization and storytelling
are increasingly important."
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8. The Quest for Accuracy
The rapid increase in analytics capabilities over the past several years has made the data brokerage business
white hot. That's expected to continue, Deloitte says, but those buying the data will become much more
discriminating about what they're sold.
Having performed a study on consumer data collected by data brokers, Lucker says Deloitte found numerous
issues within the data that could affect both companies using the data and the consumers the data describes.
"The data is not as accurate or complete as we hoped or expected," Lucker says. "Thirteen of the 80 participants
(or 16 percent) reported no information was available at all. Despite trying multiple addresses, almost one-sixth of
our sample found no information."
And even when data existed, it wasn't necessarily accurate. For instance, he points to an unmarried person with a
Ph.D.; the data described the person as a married high-school graduate. There were many more examples.
When it comes to big data, those in the know understand that it can be directionally accurate in aggregate but
individually inaccurate. It's inaccurate and valuable at the same time. But the more accurate it is, the more
valuable it potentially becomes, especially for companies trying their hands at micromarketing and microsegmentation at the consumer level.
Today's data from data brokers may be better than nothing, but buyers want and expect greater accuracy.
Bubbles to Watch
Looking farther out, there are a number of trends that Deloitte believes will become the topics du jour next year,
including facial recognition and geospatial monitoring, citizen backlash and analytics driving the physical world.
Geospatial intelligence, is intelligence about the human activity on earth derived from the exploitation
and analysis of imagery and geospatial information that describes, assesses, and visually depicts
physical features and geographically referenced activities on the Earth.
Technology is already capable, mostly, of tagging friends in photographs and catching criminals by tracking their
movements via security cameras. Deloitte believes that the explosion in data from inexpensive cameras and cell
phones will be used to train machine learning systems that will lead to plenty of innovation in the field.
At the same time, Deloitte believes the combination of government monitoring, data breaches and "creepy"
commercial efforts will sooner or later lead the public to demand enforceable accountability for those who collect
or disseminate personal data.
Finally, technology that controls physical activities, from Google's self-driving car to the Nest thermostat, will
continue to get a lot of consumer attention. As they catch on, Deloitte warns that businesses must plan thoroughly
for the good and bad potential consequences of these capabilities.
Twenty Four (24) Data Science, R, Python, Excel, and Machine Learning Cheat Sheets
2015-07-28, Posted by Tim Matteson, View Blog, From: http://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/20data-science-r-python-excel-and-machine-learning-cheat-sheets
Here's a good starting point. You can find many additional references here, as well as here, here, and here. Also
check out our tutorial and code snippets sections.
Cheat Sheets are available for the following:










Python
Excel
Spark
R
Deep Learning
AI
SQL
NoSQL
Graph Databases
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Visualization, etc.)

Source for picture: click here
Data Science
1. Data Science Cheat Sheet - Basic
2. Data Science Cheat Sheet - Advanced
Hadoop
1. Hadoop for Dummies cheatsheet
2. Getting Started Apache Hadoop Reference Card
3. Hadoop Command Line cheatsheet
4. Working with HDFS from the command line - Hadoop Cheat sheet
R
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

R cheat sheet (Google Drive)
R functions for Regression Analysis
R functions for Time series Analysis
R Cheat Sheet
Data Visualization with R
Data Analysis the data.table way
Data Visualisation with ggplot2 cheatsheet by R studio

Python
1. Python 2.7 Quick Reference Sheet
2. Python Cheat Sheet by DaveChild
3. Python Basics Reference sheet
4. NumPy / SciPy / Pandas Cheat Sheet
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Machine Learning
1. Choosing the right estimator Machine Learning cheatsheet
2. Patterns for Predictive learning cheatsheet
3. Machine learning algorithm cheat sheet for Microsoft Azure
4. Machine Learning cheatsheet Github 1
5. Machine Learning cheatsheet Github 2
6. Machine Learning which algorithm performs best?
7. Cheat sheet 10 machine learning algorithms R commands
DSC Resources
 Career: Training | Books | Cheat Sheet | Apprenticeship | Certification | Salary Surveys | Jobs
 Knowledge: Research | Competitions | Webinars | Our Book | Members Only | Search DSC
 Buzz: Business News | Announcements | Events | RSS Feeds
 Misc: Top Links | Code Snippets | External Resources | Best Blogs | Subscribe | For Bloggers
Additional Reading
 50 Articles about Hadoop and Related Topics
 10 Modern Statistical Concepts Discovered by Data Scientists
 Top data science keywords on DSC
 4 easy steps to becoming a data scientist
 13 New Trends in Big Data and Data Science
 22 tips for better data science
 Data Science Compared to 16 Analytic Disciplines
 How to detect spurious correlations, and how to find the real ones
 17 short tutorials all data scientists should read (and practice)
 10 types of data scientists
 66 job interview questions for data scientists
 High versus low-level data science
Follow us on Twitter: @DataScienceCtrl |@AnalyticBridge
Five Steps To Transition Your Career To Analytics
2015-01-05, By Piyanka Jain, Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own.
From: http://www.forbes.com/sites/piyankajain/2015/01/05/5-steps-to-transition-your-career-to-analytics-step-1identify-your-ideal-job/
For Individuals looking to transition their career to Analytics
If you are good at analysis and if you enjoy problem solving, then analytics can be a very satisfying career for you.
Whatever your motivation - greater work-life balance, more career options, higher compensation, making stronger
impact to the business - Analytics can make for a very satisfying career if you have what it takes. So take
an Analytical Aptitude Assessment to confirm your aptitude.
Then like everything else, you need to pick the new skills and practice. Next find and apply for the right
opportunity. And most importantly, ace the interview and land the job.
Before you begin, it is important to understand why and how of transitioning your career to Analytics. Know that
this transition would take effort and time from you. Give yourself 3-6 months to find the right job titles to apply for,
acquire additional skills, spruce up your resume, prepare for analytics job interviews and land the job.
First understand the five major steps you need to take to transition your career:
Step 1: Understand the analytics landscape and identify your ideal analytics job
Understand that BI is not the same as Analytics and that analytics jobs are not Big Data jobs. Then make sure to
take an Analytical Aptitude Assessment to confirm your fit to this line of work. If you score high in the test, you
know, you are in the right pursuit. and lastly identify the ideal job profile: Data Analyst or Business Analytics
professional or Predictive Analytics professional. The entire steujhp 1 is laid out in this Forbes blog.
So, what constitutes an analytics job? Is it the same as big data job?
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The analytics landscape is fraught with over-hyped and over-used terms, so before we go further, let me
briefly clarify some of the terminology.
Believe it or not, “analytics” is not synonymous with “Big Data” even though these days it is often mentioned in
the same breath. Let’s discuss that in a moment.
First let’s define “analytics” vs. “business intelligence” (BI). Business intelligence and analytics are actually
two distinct processes that involve different tools and serve different purposes.
When a user interacts with a system (such as when you checkout groceries from your local supermarket),
data is produced, collected, cleaned and stored using data solutions including Teradata, Hadoop and Oracle.
Data is then accessed via reports and, increasingly, via graphical dashboards. BI includes all components of
the operation, from when data is collected to when it is accessed.
Analytics, on the other hand, is the process performed on data that has been delivered by BI for the purpose
of generating insights to drive decisions, actions and, eventually, revenue or other impacts. Data is converted
to insights using analytics tools such as SAS, R and Excel.
Now let’s talk about Big Data. Big Data’s ever-increasing volumes, variety and velocity (known as the Three
Vs) create issues of storage and visualization that make traditional business intelligence systems unstable.
Big Data is thus a business intelligence issue, not an analytics issue. Our focus for this lesson, then, must
exclude Big Data
What analytics jobs interest you?
Once you know you are interested in analytics, the question is, “What kind of analytics job is right for you?”
Get an idea about the analytics jobs out there by typing “Analyst”, “Analytics” or “data scientist” in job forums
such as LinkedIn, Icrunchdata.com or Monster. Below are some of the key job titles you will find, mapped to
three major job categories. I will discuss differences in these job categories a little later. Note: If the title
includes “Analyst” but the job doesn’t require analyzing data, then it is not an analytics job. For example, a
“Business Process Analyst” does not have an analytics job and we will not be talking about those careers
here.

From the chart above, take for example, Marketing Analyst. Most jobs with that title fall in the Business
Analytics Professional job category.
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Some of these positions need advanced analytics skills and thus fall under the Predictive Analytics
Professional category. Data Scientist, on the other hand, is used very broadly and vaguely with jobs falling
under all three categories. Some data scientist job descriptions seem to seek applicants strong in all three
areas, which is not a very likely combination. I would recommend ignoring those jobs for now as it could take
a lifetime of learning to become that “superhuman” data scientist.
Now, let’s talk about the job categories – Data Analyst, Business Analytics Professional and Predictive
Analytics Professional. Each needs different analytics skillsets, per the table below. For example, a business
analytics professional needs strong business analytics skills along with the ability to access data through a
GUI-based BI tool and analyze it in a basic analytics tool such as MS Excel. An understanding of basic
statistics and, perhaps, testing skills may also be required. Note that, as with any job, these positions need
additional skills specific to the industry served and job function.

So which jobs should you aim for? Most professionals with a BI/Data or Engineering background, i.e. those
with experience in data structure, Information Management, data architecture, other engineering, etc., can
transition most easily into a Data Analyst job. If you have a business background—Product Managers, Project
Managers, MBAs—consider a Business Analytics job. And if your experience has focused on statistics,
operations research, Computer Science or algorithms, a Predictive Analytics professional job may suit you.
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As you browse through available jobs, look through the requirements of the position. What skills and tools are
listed (expert knowledge of SQL, ability to drive decisions based on analysis, etc.)? Use that information and
the table above to identify the appropriate job category. Now, given your background, your own interest and
your industry experience, short list your dream analytics job title from within the job categories appropriate for
you. For example, if you have 5 years’ experience working as a Data Architect within the retail industry, your
ideal analytics job category would be within the same industry as a Data Analyst and you can short list the
titles from within that category.
Step 2: Identify your Analytics skill gaps
From: http://www.forbes.com/sites/piyankajain/2015/01/22/5-steps-to-transition-your-career-to-analytics-step2-identify-your-analytics-skill-gaps/
Once you have narrowed down the jobs you are interested in, list the job requirements and see what the gaps
are between your background and what the job requires. Think of the job like a puzzle where your experience
comprises pieces of the puzzle. The more pieces from your background that fit into the puzzle, the better
you’ll fit that role—and the more likely you’ll interview for and land the job.
Analytics job skills sought by employers can be broadly classified into seven areas. Watch for these
requirements in the job description, along with some common verbiage to describe each skill:
1. Analytics Skills: “Passion for data analysis supported by personal and professional experiences”,
“Strong familiarity with statistical concepts
2. Tool Skills: “Comfort with Excel and other standard productivity tools”, “Technical skills such as SQL,
Python, R/SAS/Stata a plus”, “Knowledge of Omniture, Google Analytics required”
3. Education: “Bachelor’s degree in a quantitative or technical field”
4. Problem-Solving Skills: “Troubleshoot and prevent technical issues”, “Creatively solve problems while
operating in a dynamic environment”
5. Communication Skills: “Immaculate written and verbal communication”
6. Functional Background: “Previous work experience in performance marketing, media buying, lead
generation, or related spaces”
7. Industry/Work Experience: “Previous work experience in financial services, consulting or other
quant/data driven fields”, “Up to 3 years prior work experience”
Now, select a few job descriptions that interest you and create a matrix of job requirements against your
background to identify the gaps. If you followed advice from Step one above, you would likely be applying to
very similar jobs with very similar requirements.
Below is the beginning of a sample job skill gap matrix. Use this as a guide to build yours, based on jobs you
are targeting. Note: Yours may look very different than the sample here! Also make sure to include not only
the analytics skills and tools requirement but all seven categories.
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It’s likely your own matrix will identify gaps for Analytics and Tools Skills requirements as your experience in
these areas may be limited. You may already meet Education requirements, since they are often fairly broad.
However, if you don’t have the precise education required, you may be able to document course work you’ve
completed and meet the requirement. Also, the education job requirement becomes less relevant as your
years of experience increase. For deep dive on advanced stat skills vs. business analytics skill, check out the
80/20 rule of analytics.
Finally, I propose one other item to consider as your map your skills against job requirements. As you look to
transition your job, I would highly recommend finding a job within your current organization. Doing so is
typically the easiest move and gives you the best chance of a lateral move without compromising your
seniority or compensation. If that is not possible, I would recommend looking for job with overlapping industry
and functions. Doing so would allow you to check off the boxes for the remaining four items on the job skills
list above. For example, if you are currently an IT professional at a university supporting operations, looking to
transition to an analytics job, look within your current university or a role in operations in similar educational
institute. Once you have 2-3 years of experience in analytics, it will be fairly easy for you to move to other
industries and functions.
If your own matrix reveals more skills gaps than you expected, don’t worry. Those gaps can be filled by a
wide range of resources to help you prepare for your career transition. In the next blog, I talk about how
and where to acquire new skills to transition your career to analytics based on your own skill gaps.
Step 3: Choose the right analytics training and get trained- acquire the new skills
Once you know what you need training on, research and find credible places where you can get those skills.
Remember, tools are easier, mindset is not. Tools like SQL and R can be learnt FREE or fairly inexpensively
at Coursera, Udacity or SQLCourse etc.
Step 3 - Choose The Right Analytics Training
Tools are easy to learn. Mindset is not!
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As you look to acquire new skills, my strong advice is this: you can learn tools from any number of online
resources for little or no money. Then, get hands-on experience with a real-time analytics project, where you
get to practice how to work with the stakeholders, how to lay out your analytics plan, get buy-in, execute the
analysis, and influence stakeholders with your insights. Here again, be wary. Analyzing publicly available data
sets is not a substitute for a real-time analytics project. Analyzing a dataset is just a subset of the analytics
skills you need on the job. Analytics, when done correctly, never starts with datasets because data doesn’t
speak, it responds. It responds to intelligent questions posed by stakeholders.
With those guidelines, I’ve expanded the sample needs/gap matrix from Step 2 to include my
recommendations on how and where to find the right analytics skills and tools training.

Business Analytics
Skills
Data to Decisions
framework; Basic applied
stats; collaborate,
influence, and align with
stakeholders; using basic
stat tool like Excel
… Drive impact

A/B Testing
SkillsTesting framework
and other skills like BA
above
Advanced Stat Skills

Job
Requirements
Passion for
data analysis
supported by
personal and
professional
experiences

Your
Background
Interest in
data and
analysis. No
training or
experience to
demonstrate

Gaps/Need

Demonstrated
experience in
A/B Testing

No
background

Hands-on
A/B testing
training

5 years’
experience
building
predictive
models

No
background

Hands-on
predictive
analytics
training

Hands-on
business
analytics
training

How to find the right
training/course
Look for hands-on
training with a strong
focus on analytics/testing
as applied to business.
Academic-focused
courses do not bridge the
gap from statistics to
business. Additionally, I
recommend getting
hands-on experience
with a real-time analytics
project. Also, look for
training where you have
the ability to interact 1on-1 with the analytics
expert to clarify
questions; guide you
through sample analytics
exercises and cases; and
act as mentor for a realtime project. If you are
looking for an external
job opportunity (vs.
internal transfer), seek an
expert to guide you
through the career
transition process with
resume coaching.
Interview coaching might
also be helpful. The devil
is in the details and being
able to spend time with
the expert would help
enrich your
understanding of the
analytics realm.
If you are not familiar
with Excel, or any such
spreadsheet tool, you
can learn Excel for FREE
from online portals
like Excel Exposure.
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Statistical Tools
R, SAS etc.

Technical
skills such as
R/SAS/Stata
a plus

Optional
requirement

Look into
training in
any of
these tools

Data Access via
programming (SQL,
Hive)

Working
knowledge of
SQL

Hands-on
SQL
training

Data Access via BI
tools

Experience
with Tableau
a plus

Know
programming,
never used
SQL
Have never
used
Tableau, but
you have
used
Business
Object

No training
needed. If
you have
used one
BI GUI
based tool,
you can
easily pick
another on
the job.

If you have done any
kind of programming, it is
fairly easy and
inexpensive to learn tools
online. You can learn R
at TryR or Coursera and
other online portals. You
can learn SAS free of
cost using SaS online
tutorials. If you don’t
have any programming
background, consider
enrolling in a local
hands-on course.
Just like statistical
tools, you can also learn
SQL and Hive online and
inexpensively.
If you are familiar with
one BI tool (such as
MicroStrategy, Business
Object, Tableau, etc.), it
is easy to pick up any
other on the job. As long
as you have experience
with one, you can
confidently talk about
that in the interview and
tell your interviewers you
can learn new tools in a
few days on the job.
If you don’t have
experience with any GUI
based BI tool, I
recommend downloading
a free trial version of
Tableau, importing a
public dataset and
playing. I don’t
recommend spending
money to learn any BI
tool as part of the
transition because there
are too many tools out
there and you never
know what tool you
would be using in your
future role.

Step 4: Find jobs, apply and get called
Once you have all the necessary skills, then your resume needs to speak to that background. Your resume must
demonstrate your analytics skills, problem solving skills, knowledge of appropriate tools as well as
your communication skills. Remember right resume + right time/place = interview. Having a resume that talks to
the job requirements is the first step.
Step 5: Interview and land the job
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Once you start getting calls, its important to prepare for the interview to demonstrate your analytics skills, problem
solving skills as well as your communication skills.
If you devour all things analytics, even to the point of setting up Google alerts to help you begin or progress in
your analytics career, then you’ll find this five-lesson blog series helpful.
The 80/20 Rule of Analytics Every Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) Should Know
Piyanka Jain, From: http://www.forbes.com/sites/piyankajain/2013/05/26/the-8020-rule-of-analytics-every-cmoshould-know/
Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own.
This blog is part of Aryng’s analytics tips series for executives: CMO, Chief Product Officer, and CEO
With all the talk about Big Data and Predictive Analytics – both of which involve complex, advanced skills and
tools, driving millions of dollars in marketing – it is hard to believe in the power of simple analytics.
The truth, however, is that only 20-30% of the decisions really need the use of advanced techniques like
predictive analytics. Seventy to eighty percent of marketing decisions can be judiciously addressed with simple
analytics techniques, which can be learned by any marketer and executed on an Excel spreadsheet.

Consider a breadth of industries: financial services, consumer goods, eCommerce, automobile, technology,
media, and so on – a CMO broadly expects 3 key outcomes for his business:
1. Bring more “future” customers to the door in the most cost-effective manner.
2. Convert more of those who come to the door into customers.
3. Keep the current customers “buying.”
Recommended by Forbes
In essence, he seeks a wide and targeted top of the funnel, and higher conversion at every stage to achieve
maximum revenue at optimal ROI. Data can support an optimized funnel through questions like: who and where
to market; how much to spend on each channel; what drives response and conversion; who likes what message,
what offer and what product; and what drives churn. While this seems like a compelling case for Predictive
Analytics, let me in contrast lay out a framework with better ROI using simple analytics techniques to arrive at
insightful and informed decisions for this CMO.
1. Bring more “future” customers to the door in the most cost-effective manner by:


Increasing marketable universe by identifying new channels based on existing customer
profile. (Aggregate Analysis, Sizing/Estimation



Targeting messages and offers based on past marketing campaign to increase response. (A/B testing,
Correlation Analysis)



Optimizing channels to Increase ROI and decrease cost of customer acquisition (Correlation Analysis)
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2. Convert more of those who come to the door into customers by:
 Identifying Conversion Drivers: Does certain fulfillment options, user experience, reviews options, cart
options, payment options, offers and promotions drive incremental conversion? (A/B testing,
Correlation Analysis)
3. Keep the current customers “buying” by:


Segmenting the base to drive engagement (simple segmentation based on past product usage or
RFM or similar).



Launching engagement campaign, customized by segments to drive “buying.”


Understand Engagement drivers (like certain offers, discounts, bundling, loyalty memberships
etc) for each of the customer segments (Correlation Analysis)



Campaign analysis – what resonates with customers and what doesn’t (A/B testing, Aggregate
and Correlation Analysis)



Understanding drivers of Churn – factors that make customers leave your business (Correlation
Analysis)

Note that all of the above analytics techniques I would use initially are simple techniques that can be done in
Excel and can be learned by any marketer. The success and efficacy of these techniques would be powered by
hypothesis driven planning, using a “Data to Decisions”™ framework like BADIR™. As the insights from the
business mature, simple techniques may then in some cases point to a need or an opportunity to leverage
advance techniques like predictive analytics.
Let’s say, an Ecommerce marketer uses the framework above and increases the cart conversion to 60% by
identifying two major detractors to conversion, a redundant extra page in the flow and a bug in the cart using
correlation analysis. That is a big win! But the cart conversion is still below that industry’s benchmark of 65%.
From the analysis earlier, she finds that many additional independent attributes (like Google Checkout as primary
payment option, page load time etc.) have an effect on conversion, but they are all individually insignificant and
not worth the ROI for making the changes in the flow. Having established that, the marketer could then take the
next step to engage with the Data Science/Analytics team to build an advanced conversion driver model that
incorporates the effect of all of these independent attributes. This model can help identify the biggest factors that
drive conversion and explain the 5% delta. Equipped with this information, the marketer can then work with the
site engineering team to make the smallest/easiest/cheapest changes to the flow to get the biggest conversion
impact. This is the perfect case for the use of advanced techniques. But this is typically only 20% of all use-cases,
usually as a build up from simpler analysis!
Predictive Analytics are resource and time intensive – to the tune of 10-20x of simple analytics. They need
advanced skills and tools, historical data, operationalization, live validation, and constant maintenance and that is
the reason for not using advanced skills to solve every business problem. A marketer, a product manager or an
operations manager equipped with the right “Data to Decisions” framework and easy access to data can optimize
80% of their day-to-day workflow on their own, without having to rely on scarce and expensive analytics
resources. For the 20% of decisions, where the potential ROI justifies the use of advanced techniques, they can
work with their analytics counterpart. This is the picture of a well-functioning organization competing on analytics.
In contrast, when organizations and their leaders are misled by Big Data and Predictive Analytics hype, they end
up investing lopsidedly on advanced data analytics tools and resources, often resulting in poor ROI.
In summary, a smart CMO knows that a marketing team equipped with a “Data to Decisions” framework and easy
access to data without the support of a data science team would fare much better than a marketing team with no
data skills supported by a large data science team. Marketers have the advantage of having the deepest
knowledge and experience about their product and their customers. That context, when married to data, is
phenomenal. Without that context, even the best models would fail.

Big Data, Big Hype, Big Danger
2013-04-13, From: http://www.smartdatacollective.com/tedcuzzillo/118296/big-data-big-hype-big-danger
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A remarkable thing happened in Big Data last week. One of Big Data’s best friends poked fun at one of its
cornerstones: the Three V’s.
The well-networked and alert observer Shawn Rogers, vice president of research at Enterprise Management
Associates, tweeted his eight V’s: “…Vast, Volumes of Vigorously, Verified, Vexingly Variable Verbose yet
Valuable Visualized high Velocity Data.”
He was quick to explain to me that this is no comment on Gartner analyst Doug Laney’s three-V definition.
Shawn’s just tired of people getting stuck on V’s.
How strange to be stuck on a definition, but we get stuck all the time trying to define Big Data. Other terms are
easier. We’ve always known what visualization is. We seem to agree on “self service BI.” We also know what
relational databases are, what ETL is, and all kinds of other established technology. We don’t agree on “business
intelligence” or “decision support,” but somehow we don’t dwell on it. We don’t even quibble too heartily with “easy
to use,” even though I could argue that we should.
So what is it about Big Data? Is it so much bigger than everything else? I don’t think so. We quibble endlessly and
tiresomely because Big Data’s benefits live mostly in the imagination. There are just too many versions of the
truth.
It’s as if an emperor went to his royal tailor, got measured up, and — so flattered, he was, and so enamored of the
new material his tailor described — he left wearing just the measuring tape and imagined the rest. Outside, his
loyal crowds cheered. Soon everyone was certain the emperor really had new robes.
The patient and imaginative among us appreciate the potential. Technology has given us greater ability to
manage all our clicks, tweets, and machine effluent. Meanwhile, business users are more interested than ever in
what all the new data may tell them. Skeptic that I am, even I see it. I like to make an analogy with television’s
emergence and its finer and finer resolution and dimensions.
That idea comes from one of the few presentations I’ve seen at which anyone made real sense of Big Data. Last
summer at Scott Humphrey’s Pacific Northwest BI Summit, Harriet Fryman of IBM and Colin White of BI
Research described the work in progress with concrete examples. (I wrote about it here on Datadoodle and later
for Information Management, here.)
I can wait years for that to develop. It’s the hype and the preoccupation that makes me impatient. Blogs and
articles yammer on with the benefits of “big data” when in fact they’re repeating promises made years ago about
the benefits of small data and small analytics. This is old decision support super-sized and warmed over, the “new
and improved” that won’t satisfy any better than the original but which costs much, much more.
This is where I join visualization guru Stephen Few. Last summer in his essay “Big Data, Big Ruse,” he wrote, “If
you’re like me, the mere mention of Big Data now turns your stomach,” and “Big Data is the technological
expression of gluttony.” He quoted a book that would be more popular in the industry if concern for analytics and
insight were more widespread:
As Richards J. Heuer, Jr. argued in Psychology of Intelligence Analysis, the primary failures of analysis are less
due to insufficient data than to flawed thinking. To succeed analytically, we must invest a great deal more of our
resources in training people to think effectively, and we must equip them with tools that support that effort.
Similar though less visceral thoughts come from consultant and industry analyst Mark Madsen, one of the most
interesting minds in the industry. Toward the end of an early 2011 presentation at Strata Conference titled “The
Mythology of Big Data,” he gave the decision support industry a tip:
We succeed only as well as the users of the tools that we provide succeed with our aid. Since most of us are
working for or supporting organizations or corporate decision making, that’s the stuff that needs to be supported,
and it needs to be supported through proper tools. It’s not just about big and it’s not just about data.
I expect Steve and Mark to watch the emperor away from the crowds. But frustration seems to have gathered in
the good seats, too. Gartner analyst Merv Adrian tweeted last weekend, “Enterprises don’t want to buy ‘big data,’
[they] want solutions. If they don’t have [one] or a way to find [one] …, ‘big data’ is a waste of time.”
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Even a representative of a vendor that profits well on Big Data technology warns of Big Data fatigue. He says,
“There’s a big ‘so what?’ building” among business people. The company continues to push Hadoop, though. He
says, “We don’t want to seem like old news.”
One marketing guy who’s beating the “pretty big data” trail of terabytes, not petabytes, sees a “chasm” building
from marketing that creates a “special conversation.” It splits technical teams and makes us obsess over “the
elite, the power user, the data priest.” SiSense vice president of marketing Bruno Aziza says, “It drives me nuts.”
I admit that I may not even pay enough attention anymore. I may have begun to do what the venture capitalist and
influential guy Paul Kedrosky does now: Filter out Big Data. “Soothing,” he tweeted early this year.
“Recommended.” Big Data Hype gets shut out, and so does the industry with it. There we have Big Danger.
VCU/MS/Business Data Analytics Degree Program Requirements
~2015-07-10
We have set up several courses through Harvard Business Publishing as perquisites for the Professional Track Analytics
program. If you have completed equivalent courses (at any accredited institution) or have acceptable work experience you
do not need to take these courses. If not, a passing grade in the appropriate course will satisfy your requirement.
If it’s been a while since you took the material you may want to take the Harvard Business Publishing course in order to
brush up. This may be particularly useful for statistics.
The courses are:
Statistical Elements
Accounting
Finance
Database Systems
In order to register for the courses use the following links:
o
o
o
o

Statistical Elements 2015
Accounting 2015
Finance 2015
Database Systems 2015

https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/30464029
https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/30463739
https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/30463843
https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/30463809

If you have not already done so you need to register on the site to create a user name. Once you set this up for one
course you do not need to register again for other courses. Just sign in with the same user name and password.
Using the course links above will automatically send your course completion grades to us at VCU.
You will have access to the course materials for 6 months.
After you register, you can get to the coursepack at any time by doing the following:
1. Visit hbsp.harvard.edu and log in.
2. Click My Coursepacks, and then click on the course.
For technical assistance, please contact the Harvard Business Publishing Tech Help line at (800) 810-8858 (outside the
U.S. and Canada, call 617-783-7700); or email techhelp@hbsp.harvard.edu. Our business hours are 8 am - 8 pm ET,
Monday-Thursday, and 8 am - 7 pm ET on Friday.
If you have any questions, please contact me at swcuster@vcu.edu.
Thank you,
Steve

Hadoop Creator Yahoo Finds It's Not Enough, Turns to Druid
By 2015-07-30, By David Ramel, From: https://adtmag.com/articles/2015/07/30/yahoo-picks-druid.aspx
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This Hadoop thing started by Yahoo 10 years ago seems to be catching on, but it lacks certain functionality, so
the Web giant has moved on in its never-ending quest for more efficient Big Data processing. Say hello to Druid.
"While Hadoop still solves many critical problems in our business, as our needs have grown, we've come to
realize that Hadoop is not the end-all, be-all solution to the entirety of our data problems," said a post on the
Yahoo Engineering blog site this week.
Chief among those data problems is the need for interactive analytics, which isn't a strong point of the oftmaligned MapReduce framework, an original component of the Hadoop ecosystem.
"While MapReduce is a great general solution for almost every distributed computing problem, it is not particularly
optimized for certain things," Yahoo said. "Specifically, MapReduce-style queries are very slow. As our data
volumes grew, we faced increasing demand to make our data more accessible, both to internal users and our
customers. Not all of our end users were back-end analysts, and many had no prior experience with traditional
analytic tools, so we wanted to build simple, interactive data applications that anyone could use to derive insights
from their data."
To that end, the company tried a bunch of options: Apache Hive, a data warehouse infrastructure running on
Hadoop; traditional relational databases; key/value stores; the incredibly popular Apache Spark engine (with inmemory speed improvements) and its complementary Apache Shark data warehouse; Impala, a distributed SQL
query engine; and others.

Flowing Data through a Druid Cluster (source: Druid.io)
"The solutions each have their strengths, but none of them seemed to support the full set of requirements that we
had," Yahoo said, including:




Adhoc slice-n-dice.
Scaling to tens of billions of events a day.
Ingesting data in real-time.

Then came Druid.
Yet another open source project with an Apache license, Druid was originally authored by Eric Tschetter, Xavier
Léauté and Fangjin Yang at Metamarkets in 2011.
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"Druid is an open-source analytics data store designed for business intelligence (OLAP) queries on event data,"
the project's site states. "Druid provides low latency (real-time) data ingestion, flexible data exploration, and fast
data aggregation. Existing Druid deployments have scaled to trillions of events and petabytes of data. Druid is
best used to power analytic dashboards and applications."
Which is exactly what Yahoo is using it for.
"This feature set has allowed Druid to find a home in a number of areas in and around Yahoo, from executivelevel dashboards to customer-facing analytics and even some analytically-powered products," the company said.
Besides Yahoo, Druid is powering data systems at many other major companies, including Cisco, eBay, Netflix
and Paypal. It's stewarded by the Druid Community, which points out Druid-powered production clusters have
scaled to:







More than 3 trillion events/month.
More than 1 million events per second through real-time ingestion.
More than 100 PB of raw data.
More than 30 trillion events.
Hundreds of queries per second for applications used by thousands of users.
Tens of thousands of cores.

Druid was influenced by already existing analytic data store solutions and search infrastructure, with a special nod
to Google's BigQuery, Dremel and PowerDrilltechnologies.
Even though Yahoo described Druid as "a column-oriented, distributed, streaming analytics database designed
for OLAP queries," the Druid site's FAQ takes pains to note that it isn't a NoSQL database, and -- with limited
editing/deleting capabilities -- "it is best not thought of as a database of any kind."
The Druid "About" page includes links that explain how the project compares to other technologies, with separate
entries for Hive/Impala/Shark/Presto, Amazon Redshift, Vertica, Cassandra, Hadoop, Spark and Elastic search.
Its external dependencies include a "deep storage" infrastructure needed to make sure data is available for
ingestion. This deep storage can be Amazon S3, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Microsoft Azure
Storage or any such file system that is sharable and mountable. It also requires metadata storage -- such as
MySQL or Postgres databases -- and Apache ZooKeeper, "a centralized service for maintaining configuration
information, naming, providing distributed synchronization, and providing group services."
Yahoo noted that Druid is a complement to -- not a replacement of -- Hadoop. "To this day, we still run some of
the world's largest Hadoop clusters, and use it for everything from clickstream analysis to image processing and
business intelligence analytics," the company said. "Additionally, our developers continue to act as good open
source citizens, and contribute all our Hadoop developments back to the community."
The Web giant said it's also working with the Druid Community to further that project's development. That
community is active on a Google Groups for users and developers and on IRC (#druid-dev on irc.freenode.net).
Contributor guidelines are available here.
(This article was modified to include Xavier Léauté as the third original developer of Druid).
About the Author
David Ramel is an editor and writer for 1105 Media.
Thinking Like a Data Scientist – Part I
2015-04-30, from: https://infocus.emc.com/william_schmarzo/thinking-like-a-data-scientist-part-i/
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Bill Schmarzo
The moniker “Dean of Big Data” may have been applied in a light-hearted spirit, but Bill’s expertise around data
analytics is no joke. After being deeply immersed in the world of big data for over 20 years, he shows no signs of
coming up for air.
Bill speaks frequently on the use of big data, with an engaging style that has gained him many accolades. He’s
presented most recently at STRATA, The Data Science Summit and TDWI, and has written several white papers
and articles about the application of big data and advanced analytics to drive an organization’s key business
initiatives. Prior to joining Consulting as part of EMC Global Services, Bill co-authored with Ralph Kimball a series
of articles on analytic applications, and was on the faculty of TDWI teaching a course on designing analytic
applications.
Bill created the EMC Big Data Vision Workshop methodology that links an organization’s strategic business
initiatives with supporting data and analytic requirements, and thus helps organizations wrap their heads around
this complex subject.
Bill sets the strategy and defines offerings and capabilities for the Enterprise Information Management and
Analytics within EMC Consulting, Global Services. Prior to this, he was the Vice President of Advertiser Analytics
at Yahoo at the dawn of the online Big Data revolution.
Bill is the author of “Big Data: Understanding How Data Powers Big Business” published by Wiley.
One question I frequently get is: “How do I become a data scientist?” Wow, tough question. There are several
new books that outline the different skills, capabilities and technologies that a data scientist is going to need to
learn and eventually master. I’ve read several of these books and am impressed with the depth of the content.
Unfortunately, these books spend the vast majority of their time reviewing and/or teaching things such as the data
science processes (such as CRISP: Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining), and basic and advanced
statistics, data mining and data visualization techniques and tools.
Yes, these are very important data science skills, but they are not nearly sufficient to make our data science
teams effective. The data science teams still need help from the business users – or subject matter experts
(SME) – to understand the decisions the business is trying to make, the hypotheses that they want to test and
the predictions that they need to produce in support of those decisions and hypotheses. In essence, to improve
the overall effectiveness of our data science teams, we need to teach the business users to think like a data
scientist.
So the objective of this blog (which if successful, will make its way into my Big Data MBA curriculum for the
University of San Francisco School of Management fall semester) is to define a process that helps business
users to “think like a data scientist.”
I am also going to test this concept and methodology at my session at EMC World, where I am presenting “Expert
Guidance To Achieve Big Data Maturity” on Monday, May 4th at 4:30. So sharpen your pencils and let’s begin the
exercise!
Thinking Like A Data Scientist Process
The goal of the “thinking like a data scientist” process is to identify, brainstorm and/or uncover new variables that
are better predictors of business performance. But “business performance” of what? Our key business initiative,
of course.
Step 1: Identify Key Business Initiative. Would you expect anything different from me than starting with what’s
important to the business? So, how can you spot a key business initiative?
A key business initiative is characterized as:
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Critical to the immediate-term performance of the organization
Documented (communicated either internally or publicly)
Cross-functional (involves more than one business function)
Owned/championed by a senior business executive
Has a measurable financial goal
Has a well-defined delivery timeframe (9 to 12 months)
Undertaken to delivery significant, compelling and/or distinguishable financial or competitive
advantage

I am a big stickler about targeting business initiatives that are focused on the next 9 to 12 months. Anything
longer than 12 months can quickly digress into a “Battlestar Galatica” or “cure world hunger” project that may
have incredible business value, but little chance of success.
For a refresher on how to identify an organizations key business initiatives, read my blog “Big Data MBA: Reading
the Annual Report for Big Data Opportunities.” That blog outlines how to leverage publicly available information
(e.g., annual reports, analyst calls, executive speeches, company blogs, SeekingAlpha.com) to uncover an
organization’s key business initiatives.
For purposes of this exercise, I’m going to pretend that our client is Foot Locker, and that our target business
initiative is “Improve Merchandising Effectiveness” as highlighted in their annual report (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Identifying and Understanding Organization’s Key Business Initiatives
Step 2: Identify Strategic Nouns. Strategic nouns are the key business entities that either impact or are
impacted by the organization’s key business initiative. These strategic nouns are critical to our data scientist
thinking process because these are the entities for which we want to uncover or gain new, actionable insights,
and around which we will ultimately build our analytic profiles. Examples of strategic nouns include customers,
patients, students, employees, stores, products, medication, trucks, wind turbines, etc.
For the Foot Locker “Improve Merchandising Effectiveness” business initiative, the strategic nouns upon which we
will focus are:





Customers
Products
Campaigns
Stores

Step 3: Brainstorm Strategic Noun Questions. Probably the hardest part of this exercise – and maybe the
hardest part of the “thinking like a data scientist” exercise – is to brainstorm the different questions that you want
to ask in support of the targeted business initiative. For this part of the exercise, we want the business users to
brainstorm the business questions for each of the “strategic noun” questions from the perspectives of:




Descriptive Analytics: Understanding what happened
Predictive Analytics: Predicting what is likely to happen
Prescriptive Analytics: Recommending what to do next

See Figure 2 for an example of the evolution from Descriptive to Predictive to Prescriptive.
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Figure 2: Evolution of The Analytic Questions
In our Foot Locker “Improve Merchandising Effectiveness” example, we want to brainstorm the “Customer”
strategic noun questions as such:
Descriptive Analytics (Understanding what happened)
 What customers are most receptive to what types of merchandising campaigns?
 What are the characteristics of customers (e.g., age, gender, customer tenure, life stage, favorite
sports) who are most responsive to merchandising offers?
 Are there certain times of year where certain customers are more responsive?
Predictive Analytics (Predicting what will happen)
 Which customers are most likely to respond to a Back to School event
 Which customers are most likely to respond to a BOGOF offer?
 Which customers are most likely to respond to a 50% off in-store markdown?
Prescriptive Analytics (Recommending what to do next)
 What personalized offers (recommendations) should I deliver to Anne Smith to get her to come into
the store?
Part II of “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” blog series will conclude this “thinking like a data scientist” process and
hopefully help us uncover new data sources and metrics that may be better predictors of business performance.
EIGHT THOUGHTS ON “THINKING LIKE A DATA SCIENTIST – PART I”
1. Sheppard D. Narkier April 30, 2015 at 6:06 pm Reply
Great points and guidance Bill. It is amazing how many people bring a whole toolbox, empty it and ONLY then
ask what the problem is.
O

BILL SCHMARZO April 30, 2015 at 8:28 pm Reply
Thanks Sheppard! So true! One can get so much more value out of big data by beginning with an end in
mind.

2. BOB VANDERHEYDEN June 1, 2015 at 7:05 am Reply
Great blog. I would however suggest a change in “positioning”. You’ve done an exceptional job outlining the
inputs that a Data Scientist need to effectively support a business problem.
They also form an excellent framework for business people to understand whether question/problem may
benefit from data science support as well as prepare the business SME for engaging in a discussion. I’ve not
only passed your blog to 10-15 aspiring analytics/data science people, but to my large contact list within my
company.
Anything that we can do to help communication will make all of us better consumers and producers of data.
Thanks again for an excellent framework for productive dicussions.
3. BILL SCHMARZO June 1, 2015 at 12:26 pm Reply
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Bob, thanks for helping spread the word. The goal of this series of blogs (as is the “Big Data MBA” class that I
teach at the University of San Francisco School of Management) is to get the business users to start thinking
like a data scientist. It’s not realistic, or even desirable, to try to convert business users into data scientists.
But it is certain realistic to expect that our business users can start thinking like a data scientist. When that
happens and you couple the business users with data scientists, all sorts of magic happens!!
Thanks again Bob. Spread the word!!
4. Kiran Garimella June 4, 2015 at 12:27 am Reply
An excellent framework for the analytic thinking process that’s grounded in business realities. Interestingly
enough, this same framework could’ve been titled, “How to make a data scientist think like a businessperson”!
5. MANPREET SINGH June 4, 2015 at 2:55 am Reply
This is really Nice Blog and it leaves us with a thought that data we see in today’s world on daily basis can
give us innovative ideas and make us think like Data Scientist. Really Nice Blog. Exceptionally good.
6. Arthi Karthikeyan June 4, 2015 at 6:11 am Reply
This is one of the best learning i have ever had in my job/college graduations.
thank you for sharing this in linkedin!
regards
arthi karthikeyan
7. BILL SCHMARZO June 6, 2015 at 10:28 am Reply
Kiran, good point. I think that this “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” framework can drive closer collaboration
between the Business users and the Data Scientist — it allows them to share a common approach for how to
brainstorm data sources and explore analytics with the goal of delivering business value. Thanks for the
feedback!
Thinking Like a Data Scientist – Part II
2015-05-20, from: https://infocus.emc.com/william_schmarzo/thinking-like-a-data-scientist-part-ii/

BILL SCHMARZO
In “Thinking Like a Data Scientist – Part I”, we examined the challenges for getting the business users to think like
data scientists when contemplating where and how to leverage big data to drive business value. We introduced a
“Thinking Like a Data Scientist” process that starts with identifying and understanding the organization’s top-level
strategic business initiatives, then uses a “Strategic Nouns” technique to create potential business questions that
were descriptive, predictive or in nature.
We will now complete this exercise by introducing two additional techniques that we can use to uncover new
variables or metrics that would be excellent predictors of business performance.
Thinking Like A Data Scientist Process (Continued)
Step 4: By Analysis. “By” Analysis is a technique for leveraging a business stakeholder’s natural question and
query process to uncover:






Additional data sources
Additional dimensional entity characteristics
Additional areas for analytics exploration
“By” Analysis exploratory sentence format looks like the following:
“I want to see sales and product margin by product category, store, store remodel date, day of week,
store demographics, and customer demographics”
“I want to trend hospital admissions by disease category, zip code, patient demographics, hospital size,
area demographics and day of week“
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“I want to compare current versus previous maintenance issues by turbine, turbine manufacturer, date
installed, last maintenance date, maintenance person and weather conditions”

Check out my blog titled “Leverage By Analysis To Expand Your Data Science Perspectives” that covered the
“By” Analysis in a bit more detail.
Figure 3 shows an example of “By” Analysis for a hypothetical Foot Locker merchandising example from the
perspective of the customer. We asked the business users (in a facilitated brainstorming session) to brainstorm
the different dimensions and/or attributes of the strategic noun upon which they were focused. You would do this
same exercise for each of your strategic nouns.

Figure 3: Foot Locker “By” Analysis Example
The significant number and variety of “By” dimensions and attributes that can surface in a brainstorming session
can lead to incredible insight. And remember as you go through this process, all ideas are worthy of
consideration; this is not the point to try to filter the creative ideas or handcuff the creative thinking process!
Step 5: Score Technique. The purpose of the “Score” technique is to look for groupings of strategic noun
dimensions and attributes that can be combined to create a more predictive and actionable score. These scores
are critical components of our “thinking like a data scientist” process by supporting the decisions that we are trying
to make, and/or what actions or outcomes are trying to predict with respect to our targeted business initiative.
Scores are very important constructs in the world of data science, and can help to cement the business
stakeholders’ buy-in to the data science process. The best familiar score example might be the FICO[1]score,
which combines a multiple questions and dimensions about a loan applicant’s finance history to create a single
score that lenders use to predict a borrower’s ability to repay a loan (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: FICO Score Example
Scores can be created to provide predictive insights across a number of different industries and across a number
of different business initiatives.
Figure 5 shows some example scores from different industries.

Figure 5: Sample Scores Across Different Industries
So let’s build off of the variables and metrics that were uncovered in the “By” Analysis and see if we can integrate
any of those variables or metrics into a higher-level score. In our Foot Locker example, we might want to group
the Favorite sports, Favorite teams, High School sports and College sports into a score that measures that
individuals “Sports Team Passion.” We might discover other potential scores around their level of current “Athletic
Activity” (see Figure 6).
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Figure 1: Foot Locker Predictive Scores
To be honest, this is probably the most enjoyable part of the process as you brainstorm additional data sources
and metrics that can be used as part of your score. Again remember, no idea is a bad idea. Let the data science
team decide via their analytic modeling which data sources and metrics are the best predictors of business
performance.
Step 6: Close The Loop. The final step in the “Thinking Like A Data Scientist” exercise is “closing the loop” with
respect to what analytics-driven scores or recommendations that we need to deliver to our key business
stakeholders. You can use a simple “Recommendations Worksheet” that ties the decisions that our business
stakeholders need to make (in support of the targeted business initiative) to the predictive and prescriptive
analytics that we are going to need to build.
Last is the creation of the user-experience mockup that validates that we are building the right analytics and have
a high-level understanding of where and how to deliver those scores and recommendations (e.g., management
dashboards and reports, and operational systems such as the call center, procurement, sales, marketing, finance,
etc.)
To get examples of these exercises, you’re going to have to enroll in my University of San Francisco “Big Data
MBA” course. Sorry, got to save some homework for my students!!
Summary
Data scientists are critical to advanced analytics, and Ibelieve that you cannot have too many data scientists. But
an important challenge is to get your business users to “think like a data scientist” when contemplating data
sources and metrics that might be better predictors of business performance. Having a business organization that
can “think like a data scientist” will drive better collaboration with your data science team and ultimately, lead to
better predictive and prescriptive results, and… value to the business.
To learn more about EMC’s unique approach to leveraging Big Data to drive business value, please check out
EMC’s Big Data Vision Workshop offering.
Thinking Like A Data Scientist Part III: The Role of Scores
2015-06-01, from: https://infocus.emc.com/william_schmarzo/thinking-like-a-data-scientist-part-iii-the-role-ofscores/
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BILL SCHMARZO
In New Zealand, they are taking a “Moneyball” approach to optimizing social worker spending and focus attention
can be most effective. A recent article in BusinessWeek “A Moneyball Approach To Helping Troubled Kids” (May
11, 2015) highlights the role that “scores” can play in identifying and prioritizing problem areas, and deciding what
corrective actions to take.
Using data from welfare, education, employment, and the housing agencies and the courts, the government
identified the most expensive welfare beneficiaries – kids who have at least one close adult relative who’s
previously been reported to child safety authorities, been to prison, and spent substantial time on welfare. “There
are million-dollar [cost] kids in those families,” Minister of Finance Bill English says. “By the time they are 10, their
likelihood of incarceration is 70 percent. You’ve got to do something about that.”
…one idea is to rate families, giving them a number [score] that could be used to identify who’s most at risk in the
same way that lenders rely on credit scores to determine creditworthiness. “The way we may use it, it’s going to
be like it’s a FICO score,” says Jennie Feria, Head of Los Angeles’ Department of Children and Family Service.
The information, she says, could be used both to prioritize cases and to figure out who needs extra services.
In continuing my “Thinking Like a Data Scientist” blog series, we’re going to focus on how “scores” can play a
critical role in supporting an organization’s key business decisions. The power of a score is that it is relatively
easy to understand from a business user perspective, and it focuses the data science efforts on identifying and
exploring new variables, metrics and relationships that might be better predictors of performance.
Definition of a Score
Let’s start by understanding what a score is:
 A score is a dynamic rating or grade standardized to aid in comparisons, performance tracking and
decision-making; scores can help to predict likelihood of certain actions or outcomes
 Scores are actionable, analytic-based measures that support the decisions your organization is trying
to make, and guide the outcomes the organization is trying to predict
A common example of a score is the intelligence quotient or IQ score. An IQ score is derived from several
standardized tests in order to create a single number that assesses an individual’s “intelligence.” The IQ score is
standardized at 100 with a standard deviation of 15, which means that 68% of the population is within one
standard deviation of the 100 standard (between 85 to 115). This standardization makes the IQ score easier to
compare different candidates or applicants, and support key business decisions.
The true beauty of a “score” is its ability to convert a wide range of variables and metrics, all weighted, valued
and correlated differently depending upon what’s being measured, into a single number that can be used to guide
decision-making. And the true power of the “score” is the ability to start small with some simple analytics, and
then constantly fine-tune and expand the score with new metrics, variables and the relationships that might yield
better predictors of performance.
FICO Score Example
FICO may be the best example of a business score that is used to predict certain behaviors, in this case, the
likelihood of a borrower to repay a loan. Fair, Isaac, and Company first introduced the FICO score in 1989. The
FICO model uses a wide range of consumer data to create and update these scores.
A person’s FICO score can range between 300 and 850. A FICO score above 650 indicates that the individual
has a very good credit history while people with scores below 620 will often find it substantially more difficult to
obtain financing at a favorable rate (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: http://tightwadtravelers.com/check-fico-credit-score-free/
The FICO score considers a wide range of consumer data to generate the single score for every individual. The
data elements that are used in the calculation of an individual’s FICO score include[1]:
Payment History: 35 percent of the FICO credit score is based on a borrower’s payment history, making the
repayment of past debt the most important factor in calculating credit scores. According to FICO, past long-term
behavior is used to forecast future long-term behavior. This is a measure of how do you handle
 credit; think credit “behavioral analytics.” This particular category encompasses the following metrics
and variables:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Payment information on various types of accounts, including credit cards, retail accounts,
installment loans and mortgages
The appearance of any adverse public records, such as bankruptcies, judgments, suits and
liens, as well as collection items and delinquencies
Length of time for any delinquent payments
Amount of money still owed on delinquent accounts or collection items
Length of time since any delinquencies, adverse public records or collection items
Number of past-due items listed on a credit report
Number of accounts being paid as agreed

Credit Utilization: 30 percent of the FICO credit score is based on a borrower’s credit utilization; that is, the
percentage of available credit that has been borrowed by that individual. The Credit Utilization calculation is
comprised of six variables:







The amount of debt still owed to lenders
The number of accounts with debt outstanding
The amount of debt owed on individual accounts
The types of loan
The percentage of credit lines in use on revolving accounts, like credit cards
The percentage of debt still owed on installment loans, like mortgages

Length of credit history: 15 percent of the FICO credit score is based on the length of time each account has
been open and the length of time since the account’s most recent activity. FICO breaks down “length of credit
history” into three variables:
 Length of time the accounts have been open
 Length of time specific account types have been open
 Length of time since those accounts were used
New credit applications: 10 percent of the FICO credit score is based upon borrowers’ new credit applications.
Within the new credit application category, FICO considers the following variables:
 Number of accounts have been opened in the past six to 12 months, as well as the proportion of
accounts that are new, by account type
 Number of recent credit inquiries
 Length of time since the opening of any new accounts, by account type
 Length of time since any credit inquiries
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 The re-appearance on a credit report of positive credit information for an account that had earlier
payment problems
Credit Mix: 10 percent of the FICO credit score is based upon repaying the variety of debt, which is a measure of
the borrower’s ability to handle a wide range of credit including:








Installment loans, including auto loans, student loans and furniture purchases
Mortgage loans
Bank credit cards
Retail credit cards
Gas station credit cards
Unpaid loans taken on by collection agencies or debt buyers
Rental data

The point of showing all of this FICO calculation detail is to reinforce the basic concept (and power) of a score –
that a score can take into consideration a wide range of variables, metrics and relationships to create a single,
standardized numberthat be used to support an organization’s key decisions, or in the case of the FICO score,
used by lenders to predict a particular loan applicant’s ability to repay a loan. That’s a very powerful concept.
Scores are a critical concept in getting your business stakeholders to contemplate how they might want to
integrate different variables and measures to create scores for the key business decisions that they need to
make.
Other Industry Score Examples
Scores can be created to support business stakeholder decision-making across a number of different industries.
Let’s brainstorm just a few, and as my MBA students are going to find out this fall, there are many, many more
waiting to be discovered!!
Financial Services
 Retirement Readiness Score. This would be a score that measures how ready each client or
investor is for retirement. This score could include variables such as age, current annual income,
current annual expenses, net worth, value of primary home, value of secondary homes, desired
retirement age, desired retirement location (Iowa is a lot cheaper than Palo Alto!!), number of
dependent children, number of dependent parents, desired retirement lifestyle, etc.
 Job Security Score. This score would measure the security of each individual’s job. This score
could include variables such as industry, job type, employer(s), job level/title, job experience, age,
education level, skill sets, industry publications and presentations, Klout scores, etc.
 Home Value Stability Score. This score would measure the stability of the value of a particular
house. This score could consider variables such as current value, turnover and house sales history,
value of house compared to comparable houses, whether it’s a primary residence or rental
residence, local price-to-rent ratio, local housing trends (maybe pulled from Zillow), etc.
[1] FICO’s 5 factors: The components of a FICO credit score (http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/help/5parts-components-fico-credit-score-6000.php)
Very Important Note: Combining the Job Security Score and Home Value Stability Score with the FICO score
would have provided a more holistic assessment of banks’ risk and housing market exposure prior to the 2007
financial market meltdown. For example, the Home Value Stability Score could have provided invaluable
insights as banks tried to determine to whom to make home mortgage loans and which markets might be “overvalued”.The key point here is that it is important to have multiple scores that provide different perspectives on the
decision that is trying to be made; that these scores provide different perspectives in order to provide a more
holistic assessment of the true conditions around which to make these key business decisions.
Additional Scores for different industries can be seen in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: Potential Scores by Industry
Summary
Scores are a very important and actionable concept for business stakeholders who are trying to envision where
and how data science can improve their decision-making in support of their key business initiatives. As we saw
from the FICO example, scores aid in performance tracking and decision-making by predicting likelihood of
certain actions or outcomes (e.g., likelihood to repay a loan, in the case of the FICO score).
The beauty of a “score” is its ability to integrate a wide range of variables and metrics into a single number, and
the power of the “score” is the ability to start small and then constantly looking for new metrics and variables that
might yield better predictors of performance.
Simple but powerful, exactly what big data and data science should strive to be.
From New Zealand to Pittsburgh, a Moneyball Approach to Helping Troubled Kids
2015-05-09, Bloomberg Business Week, from http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015-06-11/billclinton-defends-boeing-donations-in-cnn-interview
In a program pioneered in New Zealand and arriving soon in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, social
workers use data to figure out who’s most at risk.
Tracy Withers

Josh Eidelsont @josheidelson
In the U.S. and the rest of the world, politicians looking to trim government spending have typically taken a simple
approach to reforming social services: Cut them. In New Zealand, the ruling National Party pioneered a novel
approach: Use data analytics to determine where spending can be most effective. In 2010, when Minister of
Finance Bill English first convened a policy group to review welfare spending, government statistics showed half
the 4,300 teenage single mothers receiving benefits in that country were likely to remain in the welfare system for
20 years, at a total cost of about $264,000 each. The government responded with $23 million to assign individual
case workers to help teenage mothers finish school and find work. Now, after four years, the number of teenage
single parents on benefits has dropped to 2,600.
Using data from welfare, education, employment, and housing agencies and the courts, the government identified
the most expensive welfare beneficiaries—kids who have at least one close adult relative who’s previously been
reported to child safety authorities, been to prison, and spent substantial time on welfare. “There are million-dollar
kids in those families,” English says. “By the time they are 10, their likelihood of incarceration is 70 percent.
You’ve got to do something about that.”
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In 2012 economists at the University of Auckland published research establishing clear correlations between
family circumstances and incidents of child abuse or neglect. “No one realized we were sitting on such rich data in
terms of its predictive power,” says Rhema Vaithianathan, researcher at the University of Auckland
who led the research. “We can find children who are at considerably elevated risk, and we can find them at birth.”
New Zealand’s experiments with data attracted attention in the U.S. In February, Vaithianathan, now a professor
at Auckland University of Technology, was chosen by Pennsylvania’s Allegheny County to develop models for
ranking cases in its child welfare division. Her team will have access to data including county birth records, which
indicate whether a baby was born prematurely, if Medicaid paid for the birth, or whether the father was listed on
the birth certificate.
Officials in Allegheny County, which encompasses Pittsburgh and its suburbs, say they expect to use the models
to help child welfare workers prioritize complaint calls to a hotline for alleged child abuse. “Hotline workers who
receive these calls are working with very imperfect, partial information,” says Emily Putnam-Hornstein, an
assistant professor of social work at the University of Southern California who is consulting on the project.
“They’re having to elicit information from the caller and then make a determination.” The goal, she says, is to
“more effectively triage clients so the children and families who are most vulnerable and may need additional
supports receive them, and others, who certainly don’t need someone knocking on their door and stopping by,
don’t.”
Private nonprofits such as Florida-based Eckerd, which provides public child and family services on a contract
basis, have also used data to develop proprietary models for identifying children at high risk for abuse.
Los Angeles County contracted with data analytics company SAS to develop a trial algorithm to identify families at
risk for child injury or death using data from various county agencies, including public and mental health
departments. Jennie Feria, who oversees risk assessment for L.A.’s Department of Children and Family Services,
says one idea is to rate families, giving them a number that could be used to identify who’s most at risk in the way
lenders rely on credit scores to determine creditworthiness. “The way we may use it, it’s going to be like it’s a
FICO score,” Feria says. The information, she says, could be used both to prioritize cases and to figure out who
needs extra services. “It’s at the very early stages, because we don’t know how we’re going to use it yet exactly.”

Photographer: Hagen Hopkins/Getty Images
New Zealand's Minister of Finance, Bill English.
New Zealand has moved the furthest toward applying data to a range of social services. Along with extra support
for children and families, New Zealand’s government is reviewing its driver licensing system after data showed
young people in rural areas were being criminally convicted for driving without a valid license, landing them in
prison at an annual cost of $87,000 per person. “Every sector is looking for that rich case study and that initial
example to be able to think through how something like this might work,” says USC’s Putnam-Hornstein. “And
New Zealand provides the first example.”
Skeptics of the data programs say human caseworkers can’t be replaced by algorithms. Relying on models rather
than the expertise of those who routinely work with vulnerable children could “create the risk of harm,” says Dr.
Patrick Kelly, clinical director of the child protection team at Auckland’s Starship Children’s Hospital.
Privacy is also a concern, though Vaithianathan says data fed into the algorithms are stripped of identifying
details. “No one at the point at which the data was acquired realized it would be used to predict the risk a child
would be abused,” she says. “On the other hand, judges get appalled because they say, ‘You could see this train
wreck happening at the birth of the child.’ ”
The bottom line: Public officials in the U.S. and New Zealand are mining data to improve social services and cut
costs to taxpayers.
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Big Data MBA: Reading the Annual Report for Big Data Opportunities
2015-05-14, from: https://infocus.emc.com/william_schmarzo/big-data-mba-reading-the-annual-report-for-bigdata-opportunities/

BILL SCHMARZO
I just finished presenting at the TDWI “Cool BI” Forum in Chicago this week. I had an interesting conversation
after my presentation about identifying where to look for big data opportunities within one’s organization. I’m a big
advocate of starting with the annual report, and I’ll use this blog to discuss 1) where to look in the annual report to
identify potential big data opportunities and 2) how to do a quick assessment as to how big data might be used to
power these opportunities.
Reading the Annual Report
I’m always surprised by how few people take the time to read their company’s annual report (you are excused if
you work for a government agency). In particular, the “President’s Letter to the Shareholders” is a gold mine. It is
within this section of the annual report that the President or CEO talks about all the great things he/she did for the
company over the past year. That usually takes up about 3/4th of the letter and can largely be ignored
(IMHO). It’s the last 1/4th of the letter that is most informative. Usually in the last part of the Shareholders letter,
the President/CEO talks about the key business initiatives for the next year. Let’s review a couple annual reports
to see what I mean.
Reading the Annual Report: Financial Services
Below is the 2010 annual report from a financial services firm (by the way, there is no rhyme or reason behind the
annual reports that I have picked. They are just ones that have potential business impact using big data).

Figure 1: 2010 Annual Report
The above section of the Shareholder’s Letter highlights a business initiative to improve customer cross-sell
effectiveness in order to reach a goal of 10.0 products per banking household (from 5.7 products per banking
household today). While 10.0 may be a BHAG (Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal), it is clear that some executive in the
organization (likely in Marketing) has been chartered with increasing cross-sell effectiveness.
Here are some examples of how big data could help their cross-sell effectiveness business initiative:
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Use detailed customer financial data on the number and types of accounts held by household,
combined with key account information (e.g., length of account ownership, account balance, account
balance trends) as well as household demographics data, to create more granular household
segments. Run analytic models to “score” these new household segments by their likelihood of
buying a specific additional financial product (e.g., households who hold these products and are in
this demographic group have an X% likelihood of buying this additional product). Develop different
models for different combinations of products and household demographics.



Use social media data from sites such as Facebook, Pinterest, and Twitter to identify trends in
financial products that might be candidates for cross-product promotions (e.g., mortgage refinancing
is hot, so look to bundle a mortgage refinancing with a second mortgage). Run these trends against
your household/product cross-sell models to identify direct marketing targets.

Reading the Annual Report: Retail
Here’s another example from a retailer’s 2011 Annual Report. There are at least two sections of the annual report
where the company could leverage structured data (e.g., point-of-sale, inventory, returns and orders transactions)
with unstructured (social media, web log, consumer comments) data to drive these key business initiatives.

Figure 2: Store Assortment Optimization
The first example highlights to an opportunity where big data could help drive store assortment optimization. In
particular, big data could help in the following ways:


Integrate social media data, third-party demographics data, and product sales data to forecast
optimal store assortment (at individual store level); update optimal store assortments more frequently
(weekly?) based upon local events (e.g., Cinco de Mayo, San Francisco Giants home games).



Integrate social media insights with consumer comments (call center, email, web site) with store and
product sales data to calculate and track the net promoter scores and consumer sentiment for
particular stores (by product category, by season); identify and act on under-performing stores,
products and product categories.



Leverage social media data to identify product and market trends (by store and by product category)
that can impact pricing, in-store merchandising and store assortment planning.

Figure 3: Private Label Effectiveness
The second example highlights driving private label effectiveness (e.g., increase private label sales from 15% of
products sold to 30% over the next several years). Here are some examples of where big data could be used to
drive private label effectiveness:


Integrate sales and inventory data with social media data to “score” product categories that are the
most likely opportunities (highest probabilities of success) to introduce private label products (create
scores by store, market, and product category).
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Mine social media data to identify consumers’ areas of interest that can be used for direct marketing
and in-store promotions and merchandising around promoting private label products.

Reading the Annual Report: Brokerage Firm
This third example comes from a brokerage firm’s 2010 annual report.

Figure 4: 2010 Brokerage Firm Annual Report
The annual report highlights the focus on driving their Client Promoter Score (CPS) program. In 2010, the firm
was able to achieve their highest score to-date, a record 37 percent (it would be nice to know if they had a goal
and a timeline for their CPS, but maybe that’s something that can be determined via interviews). Here are some
examples where big data can be used to drive the CPS program.


Leverage social media sites and blogs to create and continuously refine a new Client Promoter
Score that enables the creation of a more timely, more comprehensive Client Promoter Score that is
a better predictor of clients’ feelings and perspectives (e.g., likeliness to recommend).



Build analytic models that incorporate social data and different financial transactions to break out and
track CPS by most “valuable” customer segments; match up customer financial transaction patterns
with sentiment analysis to flag potential CPS score drops by customer segment.



Use the CPS to segment key customers; leverage Twitter and Facebook data to monitor sentiment
trends across your most valuable customer segments in order to more thoroughly identify and
quantify potential customer attrition and their corresponding drivers.

Summary
We talk about the business transformational power of big data; the power to tease out new customer, product,
and market insights that we can use to drive higher-fidelity, more frequent business decisions. But in order to
drive business transformation, we need to “begin with an end in mind” (to steal from Stephen Covey). We need to
invest the time to understand our organization’s key business initiatives, and contemplate the “realm of the
possible” with respect to the big data business drivers (e.g., more detailed structured data, new unstructured data
sources, high-velocity/low-latency data access, and predictive analytics). There is no better place to start your big
data journey than by targeting the key business initiatives that can be found in your company’s annual report.
Data Analysts Captivated by R’s Power
2009-01-06, By ASHLEE VANCE, from: http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/07/technology/businesscomputing/07program.html?pagewanted=all
Note: A version of this article appeared in print on January 7, 2009, on page B6 of the New York edition with the
headline: Data Analysts Are Mesmerized by the Power of Program R.
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Left, Stuart Isett for The New York Times; right, Kieran Scott for The New York Times
R first appeared in 1996, when the statistics professors Robert Gentleman, left, and Ross Ihaka released the
code as a free software package.
Published: January 6, 2009
To some people R is just the 18th letter of the alphabet. To others, it’s the rating on racy movies, a measure of an
attic’s insulation or what pirates in movies say.
Related
Bits: R You Ready for R?
The R Project for Statistical Computing
R is also the name of a popular programming language used by a growing number of data analysts inside
corporations and academia. It is becoming their lingua franca partly because data mining has entered a golden
age, whether being used to set ad prices, find new drugs more quickly or fine-tune financial models. Companies
as diverse as Google, Pfizer, Merck, Bank of America, the InterContinental Hotels Group and Shell use it.
But R has also quickly found a following because statisticians, engineers and scientists without computer
programming skills find it easy to use.
“R is really important to the point that it’s hard to overvalue it,” said Daryl Pregibon, a research scientist at Google,
which uses the software widely. “It allows statisticians to do very intricate and complicated analyses without
knowing the blood and guts of computing systems.”
It is also free. R is an open-source program, and its popularity reflects a shift in the type of software used inside
corporations. Open-source software is free for anyone to use and modify. I.B.M., Hewlett-Packard and Dell make
billions of dollars a year selling servers that run the open-source Linux operating system, which competes with
Windows from Microsoft. Most Web sites are displayed using an open-source application called Apache, and
companies increasingly rely on the open-source MySQL database to store their critical information. Many people
view the end results of all this technology via the Firefox Web browser, also open-source software.
R is similar to other programming languages, like C, Java and Perl, in that it helps people perform a wide variety
of computing tasks by giving them access to various commands.
For statisticians, however, R is particularly useful because it contains a number of built-in mechanisms for
organizing data, running calculations on the information and creating graphical representations of data sets.
Some people familiar with R describe it as a supercharged version of Microsoft’s Excel spreadsheet software that
can help illuminate data trends more clearly than is possible by entering information into rows and columns.
What makes R so useful — and helps explain its quick acceptance — is that statisticians, engineers and
scientists can improve the software’s code or write variations for specific tasks. Packages written for R add
advanced algorithms, colored and textured graphs and mining techniques to dig deeper into databases.
Close to 1,600 different packages reside on just one of the many Web sites devoted to R, and the number of
packages has grown exponentially. One package, called BiodiversityR, offers a graphical interface aimed at
making calculations of environmental trends easier.
Another package, called Emu, analyzes speech patterns, while GenABEL is used to study the human genome.
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The financial services community has demonstrated a particular affinity for R; dozens of packages exist for
derivatives analysis alone.
“The great beauty of R is that you can modify it to do all sorts of things,” said Hal Varian, chief economist at
Google. “And you have a lot of prepackaged stuff that’s already available, so you’re standing on the shoulders of
giants.”
R first appeared in 1996, when the statistics professors Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman of the University of
Auckland in New Zealand released the code as a free software package.
According to them, the notion of devising something like R sprang up during a hallway conversation. They both
wanted technology better suited for their statistics students, who needed to analyze data and produce graphical
models of the information. Most comparable software had been designed by computer scientists and proved hard
to use.
Lacking deep computer science training, the professors considered their coding efforts more of an academic
game than anything else. Nonetheless, starting in about 1991, they worked on R full time. “We were pretty much
inseparable for five or six years,” Mr. Gentleman said. “One person would do the typing and one person would do
the thinking.”
Some statisticians who took an early look at the software considered it rough around the edges. But despite its
shortcomings, R immediately gained a following with people who saw the possibilities in customizing the free
software.
John M. Chambers, a former Bell Labs researcher who is now a consulting professor of statistics at Stanford
University, was an early champion. At Bell Labs, Mr. Chambers had helped develop S, another statistics software
project, which was meant to give researchers of all stripes an accessible data analysis tool. It was, however, not
an open-source project.
The software failed to generate broad interest and ultimately the rights to S ended up in the hands of Tibco
Software. Now R is surpassing what Mr. Chambers had imagined possible with S.
“The diversity and excitement around what all of these people are doing is great,” Mr. Chambers said.
While it is difficult to calculate exactly how many people use R, those most familiar with the software estimate that
close to 250,000 people work with it regularly. The popularity of R at universities could threaten SAS Institute, the
privately held business software company that specializes in data analysis software. SAS, with more than $2
billion in annual revenue, has been the preferred tool of scholars and corporate managers.
“R has really become the second language for people coming out of grad school now, and there’s an amazing
amount of code being written for it,” said Max Kuhn, associate director of nonclinical statistics at Pfizer. “You can
look on the SAS message boards and see there is a proportional downturn in traffic.”
SAS says it has noticed R’s rising popularity at universities, despite educational discounts on its own software, but
it dismisses the technology as being of interest to a limited set of people working on very hard tasks.
“I think it addresses a niche market for high-end data analysts that want free, readily available code," said Anne
H. Milley, director of technology product marketing at SAS. She adds, “We have customers who build engines for
aircraft. I am happy they are not using freeware when I get on a jet.”
But while SAS plays down R’s corporate appeal, companies like Google and Pfizer say they use the software for
just about anything they can. Google, for example, taps R for help understanding trends in ad pricing and for
illuminating patterns in the search data it collects. Pfizer has created customized packages for R to let its
scientists manipulate their own data during nonclinical drug studies rather than send the information off to a
statistician.
The co-creators of R express satisfaction that such companies profit from the fruits of their labor and that of
hundreds of volunteers.
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Mr. Ihaka continues to teach statistics at the University of Auckland and wants to create more advanced software.
Mr. Gentleman is applying R-based software, called Bioconductor, in work he is doing on computational biology at
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle.
“R is a real demonstration of the power of collaboration, and I don’t think you could construct something like this
any other way,” Mr. Ihaka said. “We could have chosen to be commercial, and we would have sold five copies of
the software.”
Job Market: Tech-Boom Bet: Coding School General Assembly Raises $70 Million
2015-09-30, http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/09/30/boom-time-bet-tech-school-general-assembly-raises-70million/?mod=trending_now_2

Jake Schwartz co-founded General Assembly in 2010.
(Correction: Steven Newhouse is chairman of Advance.net. A previous version of this article incorrectly stated he
is chairman of Advance Publications.)
General Assembly
In a new video game, a thimble-sized character in pajamas wanders around a disheveled bedroom floor blasting
demonic bunnies and elephants with a rifle.
At first glance, “Thimble Nightmare” looks like a professional title built by a full-fledged studio. But the free online
game was actually created in a few weeks by Sabastian Belser, a former human-resources worker who learned
programming languages like Ruby on Rails during a three-month course that he hopes will prepare him for a
career in coding.
“It’s a pretty dramatic transition from HR to Web development, but one that I’m excited about,” said Mr. Belser, 26,
who graduated from the program in mid-September and is currently looking for a job in programming.
His crash course in coding happened at General Assembly, a five-year-old education startup training workers in
software programming and other technical skills increasingly in demand by employers. The company now offers
classes in 14 cities, from San Francisco to Sydney, and has helped more than 240,000 students learn new skills.
It says more than 99% of them seeking new jobs have succeeded in doing so within six months of completing a
course.
To continue fueling its expansion, the New York-based company has raised a $70 million round of funding from
investors led by Advance Publications, the owner of Condé Nast. Steven Newhouse, chairman of Advance.net, is
joining General Assembly’s board.
The infusion is a bet that the current boom in tech startups will entice more people like Mr. Belser to technical
professions, and that a growing number of employers outside the tech realm will pay to train workers in emerging
areas such as data analytics and digital marketing.
General Assembly is one of several young companies providing professional training to workers in specific areas,
saving some of them the time and expense of getting a degree in engineering.
Many 20-somethings have flocked to online training programs such as Codecademy and Udemy and offline
courses run by Startup Institute, Flatiron School, Dev Bootcamp and others. But the growth of such programs has
also raised concerns about their ability to prepare students for careers in less than one college semester of
training.
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General Assembly offers 12 courses in 14 cities.
General Assembly
Students in these programs are unlikely to compete with engineering grads for roles at major tech firms, but they
can help serve an “unmet need” for workers with some technical training at many other companies, said John
Reed, senior executive director of staffing firm Robert Half Technology.
“You can at least come in and say, ‘I have taken some technical coursework, I have some familiarity with it,” Mr.
Reed said. “It’s not practical, real-world experience but it’s better than the guy who has nothing.”
For its faculty, General Assembly prefers to hire professionals with years of experience working in a field rather
than a teaching pedigree. To become a teacher, one needs to pass an interview, submit a coding exercise, teach
a sample lesson and then, if selected, receive a license from their state.
General Assembly charges $10,000 to $12,000 for full-time, 12-week classes and $3,000 to $4,000 for part-time
courses. Employers including L’Oreal, Visa, American Express and Viacom have also paid for corporate training
programs, which combine offline and online instruction.
Jake Schwartz, who co-founded General Assembly in 2010, said corporate customers now make up one-fifth of
the company’s sales and represent one of its biggest opportunities for expansion. He also plans to develop more
online tools for helping alumni network with each other, in the hopes that they return for more training later in their
career.
“I think of that community as the beating heart of [General Assembly] and the thing we have to keep investing in
and keep growing over time.” Mr. Schwartz, the company’s chief executive, said.
Around 40% of General Assembly’s alumni return to one of its offices at least once a quarter, to attend one-off
seminars or networking events, and about 5% of students return at some point for another full-time class.
It currently offers a total of 12 different courses, including both full-time and part-time, and expects 15,000
students to go through the courses this year.
General Assembly adds courses when it sees an uptick in demand from students and employers. This year, it
added an entry-level data analytics course to help train more students in the area, which, according to a study
done by General Assembly and career site Burning Glass, had the biggest percentage increase in new
openings over the past four years.
Mr. Schwartz declined to discuss his company’s revenue or the valuation it got from investors, but said this
funding is “the last round we ever need to take before we are a fully self-sustaining company.”
The startup has raised a total of $110 million from investors including Institutional Venture Partners, Maveron,
Jefferson Education Accelerator, Learn Capital Venture Partners, Rethink Education, Western Tech and Harmony
Trust. Mutual-fund manager Wellington Management was the only other new investor in the recent funding round.
Zc Skills Requirements for Data Analytics Jobs


2015-09-18 Snag a Job, Richmond, VA
 Degree in a quantitative field with statistics coursework
 At least 5-7 years professional experience, including 2-3 years of experience in online advertising
 Experience designing and developing solutions for increasing yield and engagement
 A natural leader who can develop solid professional relationships across numerous stakeholder teams
and build the reputation as a subject-matter expert
 An advanced Data Science thinker, doer and expert who likes diving in to solve new problems and
design/implement new platforms and solutions
 Experience with data mining and predictive analysis
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Proficiency in advanced quantitative/statistical modeling, optimization techniques, etc.
Leadership and communication abilities to drive ideas across an organization.
Advanced quantitative degree (e.g. science, engineering, finance, statistics) plus 4+ years of experience
Proven familiarity with SQL, R, Python, SAS, and SPSS.
Familiarity with Hadoop data and/or HIVE a plus

Exper. Design: The A/B Test: Inside the Technology That’s Changing the Rules of Business
2012-04-25, Wired Magazine, by Brian Christian, Brian Christian (brchristian.com) is author of The Most Human
Human: What Artificial Intelligence Teaches Us About Being Alive. From:
http://www.wired.com/2012/04/ff_abtesting/
The a/b test: inside the technology that’s changing the rules of business

Photo: Spencer Higgins; Illustration: Si Scott
Dan S irok er helps companies discover tiny truths, but his story begins with a lie. It was November 2007 and
Barack Obama, then a Democratic candidate for president, was at Google’s headquarters in Mountain View,
California, to speak. Siroker—who today is CEO of the web-testing firmOptimizely, but then was a product
manager on Google’s browser team—tried to cut the enormous line by sneaking in a back entrance. “I walked up
to the security guard and said, ‘I have to get to a meeting in there,'” Siroker recalls. There was no meeting, but his
bluff got him in.

Also in this issue
At the talk, Obama fielded a facetious question from then-CEO Eric Schmidt: “What is the most efficient way to
sort a million 32-bit integers?” Schmidt was having a bit of fun, but before he could move on to a real question,
Obama stopped him. “Well, I think the bubble sort would be the wrong way to go,” he said—correctly. Schmidt put
his hand to his forehead in disbelief, and the room erupted in raucous applause. Siroker was instantly smitten.
“He had me at ‘bubble sort,'” he says. Two weeks later he had taken a leave of absence from Google, moved to
Chicago, and joined up with Obama’s campaign as a digital adviser.
At first he wasn’t sure how he could help. But he recalled something else Obama had said to the Googlers: “I am
a big believer in reason and facts and evidence and science and feedback—everything that allows you to do what
you do. That’s what we should be doing in our government.” And so Siroker decided he would introduce Obama’s
campaign to a crucial technique—almost a governing ethos—that Google relies on in developing and refining its
products. He showed them how to A/B test.
Over the past decade, the power of A/B testing has become an open secret of high-stakes web development. It’s
now the standard (but seldom advertised) means through which Silicon Valley improves its online products. Using
A/B, new ideas can be essentially focus-group tested in real time: Without being told, a fraction of users are
diverted to a slightly different version of a given web page and their behavior compared against the mass of users
on the standard site. If the new version proves superior—gaining more clicks, longer visits, more purchases—it
will displace the original; if the new version is inferior, it’s quietly phased out without most users ever seeing it. A/B
allows seemingly subjective questions of design—color, layout, image selection, text—to become incontrovertible
matters of data-driven social science.
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After joining the Obama campaign, Siroker used A/B to rethink the basic elements of the campaign website. The
new-media team already knew that their greatest challenge was turning the site’s visitors into subscribers—
scoring an email address so that a drumbeat of campaign emails might eventually convert them into donors. Their
visit would start with a splash page—a luminous turquoise photo of Obama and a bright red “Sign Up” button. But
too few people clicked the button. Under Siroker’s tutelage, the team approached the problem with a new
precision. They broke the page into its component parts and prepared a handful of alternatives for each. For the
button, an A/B test of three new word choices—”Learn More,” “Join Us Now,” and “Sign Up Now”—revealed that
“Learn More” garnered 18.6 percent more signups per visitor than the default of “Sign Up.” Similarly, a black-andwhite photo of the Obama family outperformed the default turquoise image by 13.1 percent. Using both the family
image and “Learn More,” signups increased by a thundering 40 percent.
Most shocking of all to Obama’s team was just how poorly their instincts served them during the test. Almost
unanimously, staffers expected that a video of Obama speaking at a rally would handily outperform any still photo.
But in fact the video fared 30.3 percent worse than even the turquoise image. Had the team listened to instinct—if
it had kept “Sign Up” as the button text and swapped out the photo for the video—the sign-up rate would have
slipped to 70 percent of the baseline. (“Assumptions tend to be wrong,” as Siroker succinctly puts it.) And without
the rigorous data collection and controls of A/B testing, the team might not even have known why their numbers
had fallen, chalking it up perhaps to some decline in enthusiasm for the candidate rather than to the inferior site
revamp. Instead, when the rate jumped to 140 percent of baseline, the team knew exactly what, and whom, to
thank. By the end of the campaign, it was estimated that a full 4 million of the 13 million addresses in the
campaign’s email list, and some $75 million in money raised, resulted from Siroker’s careful experiments.
A/B testing was a new insight in the realm of politics, but its use on the web dates back at least to the turn of the
millennium. At Google—whose rise as a Silicon Valley powerhouse has done more than anything else to spread
the A/B gospel over the past decade—engineers ran their first A/B test on February 27, 2000. They had often
wondered whether the number of results the search engine displayed per page, which then (as now) defaulted to
10, was optimal for users. So they ran an experiment. To 0.1 percent of the search engine’s traffic, they presented
20 results per page; another 0.1 percent saw 25 results, and another, 30.
Due to a technical glitch, the experiment was a disaster. The pages viewed by the experimental groups loaded
significantly slower than the control did, causing the relevant metrics to tank. But that in itself yielded a critical
insight—tenths of a second could make or break user satisfaction in a precisely quantifiable way. Soon Google
tweaked its response times and allowed real A/B testing to blossom. In 2011 the company ran more than 7,000
A/B tests on its search algorithm. Amazon.com, Netflix, and eBay are also A/B addicts, constantly testing potential
site changes on live (and unsuspecting) users.
Today, A/B is ubiquitous, and one of the strange consequences of that ubiquity is that the way we think about the
web has become increasingly outdated. We talk about the Google homepage or the Amazon checkout screen,
but it’s now more accurate to say that you visited a Google homepage, an Amazon checkout screen. What
percentage of Google users are getting some kind of “experimental” page or results when they initiate a search?
Google employees I spoke with wouldn’t give a precise answer—”decent,” chuckles Scott Huffman, who oversees
testing on Google Search. Use of a technique called multivariate testing, in which myriad A/B tests essentially
run simultaneously in as many combinations as possible, means that the percentage of users getting some kind
of tweak may well approach 100 percent, making “the Google search experience” a sort of Platonic ideal: never
encountered directly but glimpsed only through imperfect derivations and variations.
Still, despite its widening prevalence, the technique is not simple. It takes some fancy technological footwork to
divert user traffic and rearrange a site on the fly; segmenting users and making sense of the results requires deep
knowledge of statistics. This is a barrier for any firm that lacks the resources to create and adjudicate its own
tests. In 2006 Google released its Website Optimizer, which provided a free tool for anyone who wanted to run
A/B tests. But the tool required site designers to create full sets of code for both A and B—meaning that
nonprogrammers (marketing, editorial, or product people) couldn’t run tests without first taxing their engineers to
write multiple versions of everything. Consequently there was a huge delay in getting results as companies waited
for the code to be written and go live.
In 2009 this remained a problem in need of a solution. After the Obama campaign ended, Siroker was left amazed
at the efficacy of A/B testing but also at the paucity of tools that would make it easily accessible. “The thought of
using the tools we used then made me grimace,” he says. By the end of the year, Siroker joined forces with
another ex-Googler, named Pete Koomen, and they launched a startup with the goal of bringing A/B tools to the
corporate masses, dubbing it Optimizely. They signed up their first customer by accident. “Before we even spent
much time working on the product,” Siroker explains, “I called up one of the guys from the Obama campaign, who
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had started up a digital marketing firm. I told him what I was up to, and about 20 minutes in, he suddenly said,
‘Well, that sounds great. Send me an invoice.’ He thought it was a sales call.”
The pair had made a sale, but they still didn’t have a product. So Siroker and Koomen started coding. Unlike the
earlier A/B tools, they designed Optimizely to be usable by nonprogrammers, with a powerful graphical interface
that lets clients drag, resize, retype, replace, insert, and delete on the fly. Then it tracks user behavior and
delivers results. It’s an intuitive platform that offers the A/B experience, previously the sole province of web giants
like Google and Amazon, to small and midsize companies—even ones without a hardcore engineering or testing
team.
What this means goes way beyond just a nimbler approach to site design. By subjecting all these decisions to the
rule of data, A/B tends to shift the whole operating philosophy—even the power structure—of companies that
adopt it. A/B is revolutionizing the way that firms develop websites and, in the process, rewriting some of the
fundamental rules of business.
Here are some of these new principles.

Illustration: Si Scott
You have to make choices.
CHOOSE EVERYTHING.
The online payment platform WePay designed its entire homepage through a testing process. “We did it as a
contest,” CEO Bill Clerico says. “A few of our engineers built different homepages, and we just put them in
rotation.” For two months, every user that came to WePay.com was randomly assigned a homepage, and at the
end the numbers made the decision.
In the past, that exercise would have been impossible—and because it was impossible, the design would have
emerged in a completely different way. Someone in the company, perhaps Clerico himself, would have wound up
choosing a design. But with A/B testing, WePay didn’t have to make a decision. After all, if you can test
everything, then simply choose all of the above and let the customers sort it out.
For that same reason, A/B increasingly makes meetings irrelevant. Where editors at a news site, for example,
might have sat around a table for 15 minutes trying to decide on the best phrasing for an important headline, they
can simply run all the proposed headlines and let the testing decide. Consensus, even democracy, has been
replaced by pluralism—resolved by data.
The mantra of “choose everything” also becomes a way for companies to test out relationships with other
companies—and in so doing becomes a powerful way for them to win new business and take on larger rivals. In
2011 a fund-raising site called GoFundMe was talking with WePay about the possibility of switching to its service
from payment giant PayPal. GoFundMe CEO Brad Damphousse was open about his dissatisfaction with PayPal’s
service; WePay responded, as startups usually do, by claiming that its product solved all the problems that
plagued its larger competitor. “Of course we were skeptical and didn’t really believe them,” Damphousse recalls
with a laugh.
But using A/B, WePay could present Damphousse with an irresistible proposition: Give us 10 percent of your
traffic and test the results against PayPal in real time. It was an almost entirely risk-free way for the startup to
prove itself, and it paid off. After Damphousse saw the data on the first morning, he switched half his traffic by the
afternoon—and all of it by the next day.
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The person at the top makes the call.
DATA MAKES THE CALL.
Google insiders, and A/B enthusiasts more generally, have a derisive term to describe a decision making system
that fails to put data at its heart: HiPPO—”highest-paid person’s opinion.” As Google analytics expert Avinash
Kaushik declares, “Most websites suck because HiPPOs create them.”
Tech circles are rife with stories of the clueless boss who almost killed a project because of a “mere opinion.” In
Amazon’s early days, developer Greg Linden came up with the idea of giving personalized “impulse buy”
recommendations to customers as they checked out, based on what was in their shopping cart. He made a demo
for the new feature but was shot down. Linden bristled at the thought that the idea might not even be tested. “I
was told I was forbidden to work on this any further. It should have stopped there.”
Instead Linden worked up an A/B test. It showed that Amazon stood to gain so much revenue from the feature
that all arguments against it were instantly rendered null by the data. “I do know that in some organizations,
challenging an SVP would be a fatal mistake, right or wrong,” Linden wrote in a blog post on the subject. But once
he’d done an objective test, putting the idea in front of real customers, the higher-ups had to bend. Amazon’s
culture wouldn’t allow otherwise.
Siroker recalls similar shifts during his time with the Obama campaign. “It started as a pretty political
environment—where, as you can imagine, HiPPO syndrome reigned supreme. And I think over time people
started to see the value in taking a step back and saying, ‘Well, here’s three things we should try. Let’s run an
experiment and see what works. We don’t know.'”
This was the culture that he had come from at Google, what you might call a democracy of data. “Very early in
Google’s inception,” Siroker explains, “if an engineer had an idea and had the data to back it up, it didn’t matter
that they weren’t the VP of some business unit. They could make a case. And that’s the culture that Google
believed in from the beginning.” Once adopted, that approach will beat the HiPPOs every time, he says. “A/B will
empower a whole class of businesses to say, ‘We want to do it the way Google does it. We want to do it the way
Amazon does it.'”
Says WePay’s Bill Clerico: “On Facebook, under the heading of Religious Views, my profile says: ‘In God we
trust. All others, bring data.'”

Photo: Spencer Higgins
The risk is making a huge mistake.
THE RISK IS MAKING ONLY TINY IMPROVEMENTS.
One consequence of this data-driven revolution is that the whole attitude toward writing software, or even
imagining it, becomes subtly constrained. A number of developers told me that A/B has probably reduced the
number of big, dramatic changes to their products. They now think of wholesale revisions as simply too risky—
instead, they want to break every idea up into smaller pieces, with each piece tested and then gradually,
tentatively phased into the traffic.
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But this approach, and the mindset that comes with it, has its own dangers. Companies may protect themselves
against major gaffes but risk a kind of plodding incrementalism. They may find themselves chasing “local
maxima”—places where the A/B tests might create the best possible outcome within narrow constraints—instead
of pursuing real breakthroughs. Google’s Scott Huffman cites this as one of the greatest dangers of a testingoriented mentality: “One thing we spend a lot of time talking about is how we can guard against incrementalism
when bigger changes are needed. It’s tough, because these testing tools can really motivate the engineering
team, but they also can wind up giving them huge incentives to try only small changes. We do want those little
improvements, but we also want the jumps outside the box.” Paraphrasing a famous Henry Ford maxim—”If I’d
asked my customers what they wanted, they’d have said a faster horse”—Huffman adds, “If you rely too much on
the data, you never branch out. You just keep making better buggy whips.”

Illustration: Si Scott
Experience teaches us lessons.
DATA CAN MAKE THE VERY IDEA OF LESSONS OBSOLETE.
The single biggest evolution in A/B testing over its history is not how pervasive it has become but rather how fast
it has become. In the early ’00s, test results were typically delayed 24 hours: You ran a test today, saw the results
tomorrow, and learned something—a principle, a rule of thumb—to apply to future designs. This might explain
why testing began in marketing teams before it moved to product teams: Ads generally stick around over many
days and weeks, making them amenable to revision at that pace. But for many web businesses, the product is too
dynamic to sit still for that long.
That’s all different today. “Ten years ago you did not have data. Five years ago the best reporting tools were a
day behind,” says Yulie Kim, VP of product at the furniture etailer One Kings Lane. “But we’re in a world now
where you can’t wait a whole day to get your data.” Kim’s boss, CEO Doug Mack, says the speed of the feedback
has become integral to the operation: “Big data is not enough. It has to be real-time data that we can act on
during the course of the day. This has been a huge boon for the growth of our business.”
The difference with live testing is not just that there is no time to learn and apply lessons. It’s more radical than
that: There are no clear lessons to learn, no rules to extract.
At the gaming network IGN, for example, executives found that crisp, clear prose was outperforming hyped-up
buzzwords (like free and exclusive) on certain parts of the homepage. But in previous years, the opposite had
been true. Why? They talked and talked about it, but no one could figure it out. Soon they realized that it simply
didn’t matter. A/B would guide them at ground level, so there was no need to worry about why users behaved in
one way or another.
Similarly, One Kings Lane has a business model that involves swapping out inventory every day, and Optimizely’s
A/B tool plays a big role in the on-the-fly improvement that happens within each of these “flash sales.” Why do
people like the ottoman better if it appears to the left of the throw rug than if it appears to the right? There’s no
time to ask the question, and no reason to answer it. After all, what does it matter if you can get the right result?
Keep testing, keep reacting, and save your philosophizing for the off-hours.
If you find that last implication to be somewhat troubling, you’re not alone. Even if we accept that testing is useful
in learning how to run a business, it’s hard to take the next step and accept that we won’t learn how to run our
businesses at all. Indeed, as A/B becomes more widespread, we might not even know what choices the tests are
making: One of the burgeoning trends in A/B is to automate the whole process of adjudicating the test, so that the
software, when it finds statistical significance, simply diverts all traffic to the better-performing option—no human
oversight necessary.
On a more fundamental level, the culture of A/B cuts against our common-sense ideas about how innovation
happens. Startups, we imagine, largely succeed or fail by long-term strategic decisions that are impossible to test
with such precision. Likewise, it’s hard to imagine a midsize company A/B-ing its way out of obscurity to become a
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billion-dollar titan. Even among the tech giants, it seems like the most important decisions are immune to focusgrouping, let alone A/B testing.
Yes, Google has built its empire by listening to data, but we reserve our awe for the sort of vision that Steve Jobs
brought to Apple, and we nod along at the famous answer he gave when asked how much market testing he did
for the iPad: “None,” he said, echoing Henry Ford. “It’s not the consumers’ job to know what they want.” And in
fact, it’s impossible to imagine how to arrive at something like the original Macintosh, with its lack of expansion
slots and its impregnable chassis, entirely through evolutionary tweaks. How could the no-slots version possibly
have won over the slots version? How could a one-button mouse edge out a two-button mouse? Yet somehow a
number of ostensibly negative features, when combined in a precise way, result in something serene, elegant,
and Zen.
It’s a false dichotomy, of course, to pose vision against data, lofty genius against head-down experimentation, as
if companies are forced to choose between the two. Every firm ought to test the small stuff, at least; and no firm
should (or does) use A/B for everything. Google doesn’t test things at random but relies on intuition and, yes,
vision to narrow down the infinite number of possible changes to a finite group of testable candidates.
But it’s also true that the A/B culture, in part by shaming its HiPPOs into submission, can sometimes lead
companies down dead-end paths. Testing allows you to constantly react to user preferences, but that doesn’t
necessarily make you agile; 10,000 ongoing tweaks don’t add up to a fundamental change of direction when one
is needed. Almost every successful company has to radically alter course at some point, and often such doubledown decisions can’t be made in degrees or with a soft launch. And just as a testing culture can make it hard to
address the big problems, it can also make it hard to stop sweating the small stuff. “I had a recent debate over
whether a border should be three, four, or five pixels wide, and was asked to prove my case,” wrote ex-Google
designer Douglas Bowman on his blog the day he left the company. “I can’t operate in an environment like that.”
The elegant minimalism of Apple’s design has trickled out into the world beyond technology. So it’s fair to ask:
Could the scientific rigor of Google’s A/B ethos start making waves outside the web? Is it possible to A/B the
offline world? With the rise of big data, some major retailers are embracing the experimental method. Chains will
test out store floor plans in a few locations and then implement them nationwide if they boost revenues. Some
retail software packages will oversee the rollout of individual products, putting them on a few shelves throughout
the system and tracking their sales.
But the constraints of physical reality make it hard to experiment nearly as often, or to control one’s experiments
so that the outcomes aren’t maddeningly ambiguous—biased, perhaps, by location factors or weather or some
other unknown (and unknowable) variable. Faced with those ambiguities, the HiPPOs can still have their say
without fear of contradiction. Only in the digital realm is it possible to be two different things at the exact same
place and time and thereby to generate data that upends the whole nature of institutional authority.
Many web workers, having tasted of the A/B apple, can no longer imagine operating in any other environment.
Indeed, they begin to look with pity on the offline world, a terrifying place where each of us possesses only one
life to live rather than two (or more) in parallel. “There’s this grilled cheese place down the street,” says Jim
Kingsbury, marketing VP at One Kings Lane. “They can’t test anything. Should they price the sandwich at $6 or
$6.50? What should be at the top of the menu? Those are purely intuitive choices that they have to make.” At one
Silicon Valley office, I overheard an employee complain that dating can’t be A/B tested; an online profile can, to
be sure, but once you’re in a relationship with a specific person, 100 percent of the “traffic” is on the line with
every decision.
The testable web is so much safer. No choices are hard, and no introspection is necessary. Why is B better than
A? Who can say? At the end of the workday, we can only shrug: We went with B. We don’t know why. It just
works.
Terms: R Packages


Caret, from: http://topepo.github.io/caret/index.html
The caret package (short for Classification And REgression Training) is a set of functions that attempt to
streamline the process for creating predictive models. The package contains tools for:



data splitting
pre-processing
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feature selection
model tuning using resampling
variable importance estimation

as well as other functionality.
There are many different modeling functions in R. Some have different syntax for model training and/or prediction.
The package started off as a way to provide a uniform interface the functions themselves, as well as a way to
standardize common tasks (such parameter tuning and variable importance).
The current release version can be found on CRAN and the project is hosted on github.
Some resources:
 The book Applied Predictive Modeling features caret and over 40 other R packages. It is on sale
at Amazon or the the publisher's website. There is a companion website too.
 There is also a paper on caret in the Journal of Statistical Software. The example data can be
obtained here (the predictors) and here (the outcomes).
 There is a webinar for the package on Youtube that was organized and recorded by Ray DiGiacomo Jr
for the Orange County R User Group.
 At useR! 2014, I was interviewed and discussed the package and the book.
You can always email me with questions, comments or suggestions.
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